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The dietary supplements, weight training, and diet programs detailed in this book are to be used by healthy 
adults above the age of 18. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. The information contained 
in this book is for informational use only and should not be construed as medical advice. Consult with a 
qualified medical professional before you begin with this or any exercise routine, supplement program, diet 
schedule or any other related activity changes. Do not use any dietary supplements if you have any medical 
condition or are taking any medication. Read the entire bottle label before using any of the supplements in 
this book and follow all directions. If uncertain with how to perform certain exercises within this program, 
consult with a qualified trainer. Perform the exercises listed in this program at your own risk. SDI LABS accepts 
no responsibility for injuries that may occur as a result of performing these exercises. When using any dietary 
supplements listed in the program, it is essential to simultaneously utilize proper diet and regular exercise to 
achieve your goals. There are no typical results with use of this program. Individuals depicted in this program 
may have experienced extraordinary results. As individuals differ, so may results differ, even when incorporat-
ing the same nutrition, supplement and training program. Personal results may vary greatly.
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Welcome to the SDI LABS “Underground” Legal Steroids Handbook…

It’s a place where nothing is impossible… where you’re the BIGGEST, FREAKIEST 
and MOST RIPPED guy in the gym. Simply the toughest S.O.B. around and nobody 
would ever think of messing with you! Prepare yourself, because the products and 
information offered by SDI-LABS will help you become someone that all the guys 
respect and all the HOTTEST babes can’t take their eyes off of. It’s a world where 
you always call the shots and can have anything that you set your mind to. It’s a 
place where you always look BIG and RIPPED year round, and always feel good 
about it. It’s about having a BADASS attitude and getting total respect. SDI LABS 
products, this “Underground” Handbook and their use together, may help you tap 
into a physical state of EXTREME MUSCULAR GROWTH and DEVELOPMENT! And 
the level of this EXPLOSIVE muscle transformation may be 10 X’s quicker than you 
ever thought possible. And all of this without any serious side effects. Plus, your 
new ULTRA-HUGE body will give you a state of mind where you know you’re the 
best, and absolutely nothing will ever get in your way. To simply be the top DAWG, 
in and out of the gym, and always overpower any challenge that dares get in front 
of you. This isn’t a world of make believe… it’s a world more real than you can 
possibly imagine.

My name is Xavier “The Guru” Johnson and I wrote this book specifically so that 
you could experience the exact same great experiences with ANABOLICS that I 
have. I’ll be honest with you, I am not a saint, and have in no way lived my life by 
all the rules. What I have become good at throughout all of my experiences of 
trying to build FREAKY HUGE and RIPPED muscle with ANABOLICS is identifying 
what works and what doesn’t. I’ve even become a master at the science behind 
how all this stuff works. So, this rare expertise has allowed me to be able to simply 
uncover how to get “REAL” results with anabolics. This includes what dose, cycle 
times, identifying counterfeits, avoiding side effects, peaking for competition, 
dieting while on them, training while on them. You name it and I have become an 
expert at this stuff. So, rest assured, due to all of my life experience, I have done the 
ANABOLIC dirty work for you. Hence the nick-name that all my friends have given 
me pertaining to this unique ANABOLIC knowledge… “THE GURU”.

So, to give you a little background, let’s explain how I gained this “GURU” status 
and nickname. I didn’t start off with all that much. In fact, I drove an old beat-up, 
barely drivable Delta 88 my senior year in high school and waited tables to put 
myself through college. Fortunately however, I learned at an early age that guys 
who had HUGE muscles gained respect and got all the girls. I became determined 
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to understand “how” to best and most efficiently accomplish this. So, working out, 
getting BIG & STRONG and taking the right STUFF is what I learned how to do. 
So, without realizing it, I selected a path, developed an incredible passion for it, 
and excelled far beyond what many would consider normal limits. I am successful 
in what I do simply because I love the process of working hard to be the best at 
knowing all of the ins and outs of elite performance enhancement methods. 

So, through a lifetime of commitment to this end, I have mastered the art of 
“performance enhancement” in sports supplement technologies, product 
development and marketing far beyond anyone else in the industry. Those of 
you who have tried SDI LABS LEGAL STEROIDS product line, that I exclusively 
developed, over the past 11 years, know this to be true. Unless you’ve got the DNA 
of a complete wimp, you just can’t take SDI LABS products, workout properly, eat the 
right diet and not get JACKED! Just to make this guide a well-rounded approach to 
gaining muscle, I’ve also mastered training, diet, motivation and the pure science of 
personal achievement, which are all integral parts of the entire picture to becoming 
a LEGAL STEROID ENHANCED… ULTRA-RIPPED, MUSCULAR ALPHA MALE!

So, after taking SDI LABS legal steroids like D-BOL and WINNI-V, plus applying 
this hand book, you will come to understand that walking around with an 
authoritative, BAD ASS confident swagger... once you have attained total 
dominance in anything you do, is not necessarily a bad thing. Rather... having this 
unstoppable ballsy attitude is your emotional right once you have conquered 
your fears and demolished your competition. Just as SDI LABS has so effectively 
created and continues to dominate the competition in the HARDCORE segment 
of the “legal steroids” sports supplement industry… so too can you dominate all 
areas of your life as well! Pick them all off one by one and dominate them all! For 
you, and with this handbook, your goals will be to simply become a FREAK OF 
NATURE & a bonafide Muscular BAD ASS… You’ll achieve this by KNOWING what 
“Legal Steroids” to take, when and how to use them and which ones work and 
which do not. You’ll also learn insightful training know-how, dieting discipline, 
how to info for acquiring brute strength, techniques for building massive muscle, 
focus tricks to achieve a dialed-in mid-set and MORE! Plain and simple… you will 
become a master of all aspects of “performance enhancement”! 

This “Underground” Handbook will show you step by step how to tap into the 
power. Once you change your body and become a literal FREAK OF NATURE, 
people will look at you different. So, our products, and this book is unlike 
anything you have ever read before. However, the combination will most likely 
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become life changing for you! So, I CHALLENGE you to read this “Underground” 
Legal Steroids Handbook in its entirety! Use the products and stacks as 
instructed, follow the workouts and plan your meals. Make this commitment 
to yourself right now and I personally guarantee that it will help transform 
your entire life! Get ready! You are about to enter a world in which you are the 
puppet master controlling the strings! It isn’t being arrogant… it’s just the way 
it is.  If you can’t handle being the man, then now is the time to put this book 
down. However, if you can, then I welcome you to enter a place where anything 
you dream is possible.  Welcome to the SDI-LABS Anabolic “Underground’! 

The Quest Has Begun
 
IMPORTANT NOTE*

Before beginning this book ask yourself these simple important 
questions and be totally honest:

DO YOU WANT TO BE…

	 •	A	TOP	ATHLETE?

	 •	INSANELY	STRONG?

	 •	SUPER	BIG?

	 •	ULTRA-RIPPED?

	 •	MENTALLY	POWERFUL?

	 •	ONE	TOUGH,	NAIL	SPITTING	MUTHER?

If your answer is yes to any of these, then you may continue reading.

 
Brace yourself.  You will soon know what it feels like to go to battle...  and to prevail 
with a rampage of unrelenting fury!

This battle will be won with a new,  absurdly huge “unfair advantage” that you 
will have gained against your competition… the competition that you will soon 
dominate with raw, brutal SIZE and POWER...  poor wimps don’t have any idea 
what they’re in for! 

When you have finished reading this “Underground” Legal Steroids Handbook, you 
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will have flipped on the switch of a completely new kind of muscle growth... and 
one of an unprecedented intensity! You will have harnessed the power of the most 
immensely powerful, state-of-the-art training system and performance enhancement 
agents (ie. LEGAL STEROIDS) to ever hit the muscle-building world! As a result, you 
may experience full-speed anabolic growth from these extremely safe, powerful and 
legal products so intense… you might swear that we snuck some undisclosed illegal 
pharmaceutical anabolic agents in them! However, we’ll be happy to swear under 
oath… this is simply not the case. The science behind SDI-LABS products is mind 
blowing… so stay with us and we’ll cover them in detail. 

This handbook is a meticulously crafted, extremely precise muscle augmenting 
system designed to create SUPER ATHLETES and BODYBUILDERS out of mere 
average Joes. Owning a copy is like having a privileged membership to a private 
hardcore training gym… you might think of it as a club where a lot of attitude 
is required to be a member and it consists of “ELITE” training instruction with an 
unrelenting determination and drive to be number one! 

So, what will committing to this hardcore training routine give you as an end 
result?	 First…	 you’ll	 be	 part	 of	 a	 system	 along	 with	 thousands	 of	 other	 guys	
that are fighting for the same thing… to be the BIGGEST, MOST RIPPED and 
STRONGEST around! These guys, like you, who have already made the decision to 
put aside all of their weakness and doubt and become purely strong and powerful 
in all areas of their life! How much muscular improvement can you expect from 
the	“Underground”	Legal	Steroids	Handbook?		To	put	it	to	you	plain	and	simple…	
if you closely follow the instructions of this book… your body might get so full of 
ripped up, shredded and hard new muscle mass... and so quickly… that people’s 
jaws will drop when they see you after only a few weeks on the system. You might 
get asked… or even accused of being on illegal steroids… so be ready for people 
to start hurling their weak, insecure and jealous comments. People talking behind 
your	 back,	 saying	 things	 like	“I	 wonder	 how	much	 stuff	 he	 is	 taking?”	 will	 be	
common place. So, if you can’t handle it, you might want to put this book down 
right now.

However, if you can handle it….

Not only will you start looking too good to ignore, but you will also uncover a 
mental state of completely dominant power, authority & respect. Once you 
TURN “IT” ON, you will be in control of your life’s direction, being fully capable 
of achieving your dreams and knowing your destiny. It’s more than physical 
accomplishment… but who will actually complain about an experience that 
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includes, as a main effect, exaggerated muscle growth, full-force workout intensity 
and mind-blowing strength with brute power! So, not only will you ignite amazing 
muscular development, you will discipline your mind and create a life of lasting 
accomplishment, reward, and fulfillment. We all have this power inside us. It’s just 
a matter of tapping into it. (SDI-LABS products may dramatically help). This is not 
for the faint of heart…  So, if you think you are man enough… then you might 
want to slap yourself in the face a few times and get ready… because it’s time to 
put on your game face, strap on your gloves, step into the ring and get ready for 
battle… It’s time to GET TOO BIG AND RIPPED TO BE IGNORED!

As you will uncover, THE “UNDERGROUND” LEGAL STEROIDS HANDBOOK is 
more than just a high-tech chemical performance enhancement guide with elite 
training and diet instruction… It is a little bit inspirational… it’s about overcoming 
the knockdown… to get back up off of the canvas… and continue fighting. It’s also 
about how to overcome challenge and defeat by learning from your mistakes and 
moving forward. It’s about always getting better and constant improvement… 
about never being completely defeated… to have the will and resolve to fight no 
matter what lies in front of you. It’s about truly winning in life!

The effects of this book and the system outlined herein of physical betterment 
are extremely far reaching by positively affecting many areas of your life. This 
handbook of course, is centered behind a complete system of sophisticated 
performance enhancement agents designed to help propel your muscle gains 
and growth at mind-blowing speeds! The science behind these products is 
groundbreaking! 

However, it also includes a highly specialized diet plan, weight training instruction 
and further guidance that will help bring you to your absolute physical peak. Once 
you tap into the discipline required to follow the recommended instructions, 
you will be impressed as other amazing things start happening in your life! For 
instance… when you are done with this book… you may be ready to step on stage 
at a national bodybuilding contest to receive your pro-card… or you may be ready 
to walk into a championship fight in the Octagon for an all-out pugilistic battle 
and make your opponent tap-out by submission or strikes… or pull a record-
breaking 850 pound deadlift in a world class powerlifting meet... or go undefeated 
for a full season as a varsity wrestler and win state and national titles…  or lead 
your football team to countless victories and start turning scouts heads while still 
only a senior in high school… or pitch a perfect game… or drop into a massive 
20 foot wave at Banzaii Pipeline and win the Triple Crown of Surfing... or simply 
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to amaze yourself with the incredible level of improvement you have achieved in 
your specific sport or physical muscularity! 

The level of success just described is created is made a whole lot easier with use 
of the right muscle builders! And SDI LABS legal steroids are just that! Plus, these 
products may make it easier for you to find success by fueling passion for what 
you do, helping you to train physically harder than the next guy, and by boosting 
your mindset to achieve your goals. This may come as a shock to some of you, but 
in order to capture your dreams, you need to put work into your whole person 
and not just your body… and we will help you to easily master this task!  Training 
hard enough to be the strongest actually takes a lot of guts, and products like 
D-BOL and WINNI-V help get you dialed into that mental and physical zone. If 
you think people get BIG, RIPPED and incredibly STRONG, or even further, make 
it to the very top level of physical performance, don’t have to train harder than 
everybody else… then you really need some guidance… please keep reading! The 
importance of a strong mind-set also cannot be stressed enough. To be the best 
you have to beat the best! Once you unlock all of your mental power and learn to 
exercise discipline, focus and control, you’ll gain the inner strength that is required 
to explode to the top and beyond! You will most likely amaze even yourself! And 
trust us, SDI LABS Legal Steroids not only help build muscle, but may help with this 
“mental growth” stuff too!

The “UNDERGROUND” Legal Steroids Handbook, combined with SDI LABS 
products, provides a mental and physical strength that transcends sports and 
impacts many aspects of your everyday life and circumstances. For instance, if you 
have ever walked into the gym and said to yourself… “damn… I wish I looked 
that good, I sure am glad to have this baggy T-Shirt on” … or been at the beach 
with another guy that was totally ripped and felt uncomfortable to be around him 
simply because he made you feel like a wimp… or even further, been out with a 
bunch of girls and got jealous as heck when all the girls flocked to the guy with the 
most	ripped	body?	Are	you	just	plain	sick	of	the	other	guy	getting	all	the	attention	
and	the	girls?	These	are	all	real	thoughts	that	most	of	us	have	had	at	one	time	or	
another. Whether you want to admit it or not we all want to be in the top seated 
position in society. The ALPHA MALE… We’d all like to be the one that is looked 
up to. Simply to be the man! You can be! Why do you think that everyone is in love 
with gangster movies that depict Mafioso crime bosses fearlessly controlling their 
crime	 families	with	 intimidating	brute	 force?	 It’s	because	people	are	 infatuated	
with power and respect. You will learn how to get it! 
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What	if	I	told	you	that	you	already	possess	this	power?	With	SDI	LABS	products	and	
the book you now hold in your hands… you will learn how to become the guy that 
gains the respect of his peers, and commands respect in all situations. The time 
has finally arrived for you to quit hating on all these guys that are built better than 
you… and start being one of the awe inspiring statues of rugged MASCULINITY… 
yourself! 

This book is about the quest. It is about a state of mind that you will indeed stop at 
nothing to attain your goals of physical perfection. To break through every barrier 
that had previously stopped you, then bust them down with an insane new level 
of drive and intensity! It is about the need to be the best you can be… and actually 
achieving all of your goals! 

So if all that was just mentioned is something that interests you… if you want 
to work on constantly improving yourself and push yourself to the limits of 
your imagination… then we welcome you to enter our “underground” proving 
grounds… So, get ready to throw-down, to bust up the weight-room and take no 
prisoners!

PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT AGENTS & STEROIDS

The following section will discuss how the need for performance enhancement 
compounds in the quest for physical dominance has become a permanent fixture 
in today’s society! In one form or another, virtually every athlete uses performance 
enhancement compounds to help get them to the top. This may be in the form of 
caffeine, creatine, protein powder, amino acids, specialized diets or even anabolic 
steroids. Whether you like it or not… performance enhancement compounds are 
here to stay!  Listen close as we delve into the darker side of sports and how this 
information could apply to your own physical growth.

MEDIA HYPED “PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT” PROPOGANDA HITS THE AIR 
WAVES!

On the five-o’clock news you hear a just released NEWS FLASH! Several major 
league baseball players, runners, football players, top Olympic athletes and their 
trainers are under investigation for the use of designer performance enhancement 
compounds! Many in the general public are left confused while those on the 
‘inside’ grimace at the implication that this kind of story has actually made it to the 
public eye. Still, other current NEWS Story’s speak about hidden secrets revealed 
from retired athletes about the shocking number of current professional athletes 
that are “really” using these compounds (some reports say 90% or more of all elite 
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athletes!) I mean let’s face it… it is no secret that a great athlete has the potential 
of becoming supernatural under the influence of the right “gear”. That’s why they 
are using it! Recent estimates in this country alone are that 3-4 million people 
use anabolic steroids or other forms of illegal performance enhancement drugs 
for cosmetic reasons, or simply because they think the drugs are required to 
gain an edge over their competitors.  This brings in the use of masking agents, 
undetectable drugs, paying off testing officials, swapping urine samples…. and 
the list of related cascading events goes on! 

Now although this information is somewhat shocking to the mainstream public, 
many athletes might be thinking to themselves… “Why don’t they just leave it 
alone?	This	isn’t	anybody’s	business	but	mine.	It’s	not	like	we	are	slugging	down	
12 packs of beer... smoking cigarettes... dabbling with marijuana... or even worse... 
smoking crack or anything like that! We are actually responsibly using anabolics 
to get stronger and fitter while living a much healthier life than 90% of the 
population!” Still other athletes get angry at the fact that you never hear stories 
publicized about the countless hours of training, the meticulous diets, or the all-
encompassing intense physical and mental preparation required to get to the top. 
All of this is almost forgotten at the mere words of “performance enhancement 
use”. In fact, as soon as the words “performance enhancement” are connected to 
an athlete… everything goes out the window and all athletic achievements, no 
matter how great or small, are tainted forever. 

Although popular opinion would have you think otherwise, this negative 
publicity associated with “performance enhancement” might be overblown to 
a large degree. This is because the mere mention of the words “performance 
enhancement” carries with it an irreprehensible negative connotation. Have we 
forgotten	something	here?	

I guess the BIG question that everyone should ask themselves is this, Is the desire 
to	use	a		“Performance	Enhancement	Agent”	really	that	bad?

Let’s face it… If steroids weren’t illegal or more importantly… unsafe… a whole 
lot more people would be using them. That is just a stone cold fact. People want 
that extra edge to look great and be strong… and if it wasn’t physically harmful… 
would	it	really	be	bad	at	all?	I	mean	granted…	certain	steroids	have	been	proven	
dangerous. However, what if there existed anabolics that were safe, legal and that 
promised	 an	 intense	 potential	 for	 increasing	muscle	 size	 and	 strength?	Would	
these	compounds	be	shunned	upon	then?	Would	safe,	powerful	anabolics	have	
their rightful place in professional sports… or would political bureaucracy once 
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again dictate public opinion via private funding of special interest groups in the 
corrupt	world	of	politics	to	look	unfavorably	upon	them?	Or	even	worse...	would	
the News Media make widespread use of this propaganda to create unfounded... 
yet shocking stories that were great for their own financial benefit in the form 
of negative	publicity	simply	to	pump	higher	viewer	ratings?  This is done all too 
often as a means of altering public opinion and has been performed with extreme 
effectiveness. Believe it or not… these are the primary reasons why there is such 
bad press out there about performance enhancement agents today! 

LEGAL STEROIDS… THE NEW ERA OF PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT!

Ok… So, what if I told you that there are new proprietary anabolic agents designed 
that are very safe, not illegal, and can help you explode with RAW INHUMAN SIZE 
&	STRENGTH…	would	you	shun	at	the	idea	of	using	them?	I	mean...	we	already	
said these compounds were extremely safe for longterm use and could help build 
muscle on a size and scale not heard of except by the “prescription”pharmaceutical 
stuff.	Does	this	scare	you	or	excite	you?	I	hope	you	are	not	saying…	“Damn…	better	
write my politician to let him know about these new safe, legal steroids because 
it looks like we have another problem on our hands”… I mean, could you imagine 
a	letter	looking	like	this?	“Dear	Senator	so	and	so,	we	have	a	problem…	because	
athletes are recovering better, getting bigger & stronger, and they DO NOT need 
dangerous “illegal” anabolic steroids anymore… Plus, they aren’t getting nasty 
side effects anymore, breaking the law or endangering they’re health.”

 If you have read this far into this handbook, I would have a hard time believing 
that the person I just mentioned writing a silly, nonsensical letter to their Senator 
is you! In fact, if you made it this far… I bet you are a little intrigued about knowing 
more about the enormously powerful performance enhancement agents and 
legal steroids that I am speaking of! You probably also want to know if the anabolics 
we’re talking about are as powerful and as truly effective as we are claiming… 
well, you can quit wondering… because they are!

We don’t mean to startle you… but a good segment of this book is about just 
this subject! We will discuss in detail new extremely powerful muscle growth 
promoting compounds that do not need to be prescribed,  smuggled across the 
border… hidden from authorities… or better yet… do not pose as health risks. 
They are actually safe for long-term use and enormously effective! They are so 
safe in fact, that some might argue that they are very good for your overall health 
in general! We have a whole section about how they were developed and full 
scientific references demonstrating how they actually work! Furthermore, if these 
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legal steroids are combined with an easy to follow, scientifically developed training 
routine and a specialized diet plan… they promise to result in FREAKY MUSCLE 
GROWTH of a size and scale never before experienced with or without the illegal 
stuff. This hardcore handbook includes both, the diet and training routines, plus 
the exact cycles and stack you will need to reach ENORMOUS MUSCULAR SIZE! 
This handbook is about very exciting new sports science discoveries in the field 
of performance enhancement that will once and for all, kick down the door of 
negative public opinion, and produce the kind of results you have been dreaming 
about! With all of that being said…. I think that we have your full attention right 
about	now…	wouldn’t	we?	

We all want to be strong… we all want muscular ripped bodies… we all want to be 
in a position of authority… and we all want to look good… most of all we want to 
impress the ladies. It is evidently clear that most will stop at nothing in our quest 
for physical perfection. To be at the top of what you do… to be the best you can 
possibly be! These new discoveries will help you achieve this quickly! 

So get ready for an all-inclusive compilation of information that centers on these 
new scientifically developed performance enhancement agents. Then, focuses on 
top quality weight training, diet planning, motivational instruction and provides 
logs to help you map out your progress! Get ready… you are about to experience 
an unthinkable MUSCULAR transformation! 
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PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT AGENTS: THE HISTORY

Here, we will discuss briefly the early origins of performance enhancement 
technologies and the sports supplement industry as a whole. Also included is 
information about the sports supplement industry’s current state of existence. 
With this introductory information, you will be ready to learn about our newest 
cutting edge compounds that promise to transform the face of performance 
enhancement agents forever! 

How	long	has	man	used	performance	enhancement	agents?	Well,	they’ve	been	
for thousands of years… and probably much longer! In fact, for centuries man has 
desired to find compounds that elicit an effect to enhance performance in sports. 
Even in early-recorded Olympic history, around 300 BC, there is actually record 
of 3 people being disqualified for ingesting hallucinogenic mushrooms before 
the games in ancient Greece. Wouldn’t that be a trip... literally! It has also been 
discovered that ancient gladiators sought to consume lion’s hearts before battle as 
they thought it would bring them courage. Many other similar examples like these 
can be found throughout ancient literature. As you can see, over the centuries, 
man has continuously sought out ways to improve athletic ability and physical 
prowess. It is no great wonder then that the need for performance enhancement 
is as real today as it was back then. In fact, today there exists a vastly greater wide 
spread use of performance enhancement agents than ever before... and their use 
is larger than most of the general public are aware of. 

During the latest century, the largest change has occurred in health consciousness, 
awareness and overall dietary supplement use. This was fueled, to a large degree 
by the explosively popular use of anabolic steroids. In fact, although not widely 
admitted, the sports supplement industry today is somewhat of a spin-off of the 
anabolic steroid movement of the latter part of the 21st century. This of course 
began with testosterone, which was first introduced in the early 1950’s as a 
performance enhancement agent. Believe it or not... the use of plain old straight 
testosterone started it all... and would help trigger the rapid development of 
anabolic steroids. It was the former Soviet Union that was actually the first to 
widely use testosterone for enhancing athletic performance, which is evident due 
to their dominance of Olympic Sports during the 1950’s and 1960’s. This secret 
abuse was uncovered by a U.S. Doctor by the name of John Ziegler. It was in an 
effort to regain U.S. athletic dominance in the Olympics that Dr. Ziegler teamed up 
with CIBA Labs to develop Dianabol® in 1956. Although it was the first oral steroid, 
it is still probably the most popular to this day. (SDI-LABS actually bio-engineered 
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the legal steroid D-BOL to mimic Dianabol’s anabolic effects and we’ll cover more 
on this later). Needless to say, the U.S. easily regained its athletic dominance! By 
1964, the vast majority of other steroids were all invented including Anadrol®, 
Deca, Winstrol®, Primobolan®, all the Testosterones and Anavar®.  (Some more of 
SDI-LABS targeted compounds. More on those later too). Today, anabolic steroids 
are widely used by athletes and bodybuilders in all demographics as performance 
enhancers. 

Anabolic steroids are compounds widely believed to possess the greatest 
potential for increasing muscle growth and performance in bodybuilders and 
athletes. This incredible muscle building effect, and the subsequent value created 
for bodybuilders and athletes, has incited huge demand for them. This demand, 
of course, is the reason why the highly lucrative black-market steroid trade 
exists today! Did you know that pro bodybuilders spend as much as $20,000.00 - 
30,000.00	on	anabolic	steroids,	hgh,	insulin	etc.	per	year?!	This	is	NO	exaggeration!	
That’s how much they are really taking!

So, as you can see, it is all about the basic principle of supply and demand. During 
the last century, a growing number of health conscious entrepreneurs have sought 
to capture some of this “illegal” demand and divert it to a legal business model, in 
hopes of course, to deliver the same muscle building effects of the steroids in the 
process. Basically, if companies could create legal products that would in some 
way effectively supply this incredibly high demand that the steroids had created 
for enhanced physical performance, high profits would surely abound... and that 
is exactly what happened! The pure need for athletic dominance has thrust the 
sports supplement industry to the mainstream. The sports supplement industry 
is a booming industry estimated to be over-1.5 billon in annual sales and quickly 
growing! The supplement craze may have actually taken root slightly before the 
introduction of anabolic steroids. However, the explosion in the sports nutrition 
category, as you can well see, is very closely linked to the increasing use and 
demand of anabolic steroid use for performance enhancement.

The modern sports supplement industry originated as early as the 1940’s with the 
introduction of protein powders by Joe York of York Barbell and Joe Weider. Soon 
after these came numerous products that were mostly home brewed concoctions 
of uncertain quality and effectiveness. Desiccated liver tablets, predigested 
protein powders, wheat germ and just some really horrible tasting stuff! Many of 
these “secret formulas” were spiked with real anabolic steroids. In fact, until the 
Anabolic Steroid Control Act of 1991, which actually criminalized the illegal use 
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of steroids, bodybuilding supplements were frequently “spiked” with large doses 
of “secret” anabolic compounds… some of these products were very popular, of 
course because they worked so well... It was kind of a little known, camouflaged 
type of steroid trafficking of the time! For those of you that were around back then, 
from the mid 80’s until now, we have seen all of the different sports supplements 
come and go… The “Stuff” products, Boron, Dibencozide, Gamma-Organyzol, The 
Russian Secret, Vanadyl Sulfate, Yohimbe, Ralgro Cattle Pellets, Clenbuterol, GHB, 
Furanone, Cyclofenil... and of course the more recent “andro-type” products like 
19-Nor, 4-AD, 1-TEST, all the “methylated” compounds and the list goes on. All of 
the products just mentioned were actually sold over the counter during this time 
in some way or another! Some reasonably safe and effective and others... well let’s 
just say it’s a good thing that they are not around any longer. 

In 1993, the first truly scientifically backed ergogenic sports supplement was 
introduced called creatine monohydrate. In fact, more research has been 
performed on this one compound than any sports supplement ingredient since! 
As a result of this shift towards scientific development, we have had a wealth of 
products introduced as muscle building and performance enhancers that are 
highly effective! 
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LEGAL STEROIDS… THE ARRIVAL!
Now, with shift of trends toward the “real” scientific applications of anabolics in 
legal sports supplements, the researchers at SDI LABS, including myself, decided 
that it was time to take things up a notch!  The goal of course being the introduction 
of safe, legal steroidal analogs and other potent muscle growth stimulators that 
could trigger massive increases in the exact same analogs of testosterone found 
in the body after administration or real anabolic steroids. Another objective these 
products would conquer is that they don’t need a prescription and they don’t 
need painful injections either. Best of all, they are designed to be safe for YEAR 
ROUND use! 

SDI LABS was the VERY FIRST company in the world to introduce LEGAL 
STEROIDS. This term was actually coined with the registering of the domain name 
“legalsteroids.com” after the introduction of the products D-BOL and Winni-V in 
the summer of the Year 2000, over 11 years ago! So, these two products were 
labeled legal steroids, along with several more SDI LABS engineered anabolics 
which quickly followed. These products finally gave a sense of legitimacy to 
products being touted as alternatives to steroids. And still to this day, SDI-LABS is 
the premiere hardcore “legal steroids” brand in the world!

Now, keep in mind, that when you create something great, others will try to 
copy you. So, even though you may have seen other companies create knock off 
products similar to SDI LABS trademarks, we remain the originator of the legal 
steroid category! Check the website www.archive.org and look back at the domain 
name legalsteroids.com, then, try to look back at our competitors sites. You’ll see 
that SDI-LABS was the first company to ever offer legal steroids. It will also become 
clear that others are simply trying to knock us off!

To validate this fact, SDI LABS has had MANY legal fights with knockoff companies 
that have tried to steal from us, including copyright issues, trademark infringement, 
formulation design to trade dress issues and more. We have won major favorable 
settlements in lawsuits we filed and will continue to defend our trademarks, 
copyrights and trade-dress. So, knockoffs beware.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Due to the complex nature of the proprietary EXTREMELY 
POTENT ANABOLIC formulations we create, SDI LABS cannot be duplicated. 
They may be often imitated, but the effectiveness of our proprietary formulas 
cannot be reproduced. There are absolutely no other products with the same 
anabolic potency on the market.
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So, in this book so far we’ve pretty much established that unsafe steroids are 
responsible for the rapid growth of this industry. Corrupt politics and headline 
seeking news media organizations may have helped create the negative 
connotation with the words “performance enhancement”. However, SDI LABS 
researchers, in the year 2000, brought to the sports supplement industry a 
completely different level of product potency, quality and effectiveness that 
has never been seen before! Now, with the introduction of products like D-BOL, 
Somatroph, Liquid Anodrol & WINNI-V… SDI LABS literally turned the hardcore 
body building supplement industry upside down!

 In fact... as unbelievable as this may sound... with the launch of SDI-LABS’s complete 
line of powerful anabolics, the need for prescription/injectable anabolic steroids 
and other black-market drugs for enhanced levels of sports performance is now 
unnecessary to reach the top! That’s right... SDI LABS has redefined the meaning 
of the words “performance enhancement” to now mean powerful, safe, and highly 
effective muscle growth promoting compounds (legal steroids) combined with 
state-of-the-art training and dieting routines! Of more specific interest is that 
there are no negative connotations associated with SDI LABS’s description of 
“performance enhancement” whatsoever!

 
The Modern Supplement Industry, Quality and Regulatory Loopholes

Now, what exactly separates SDI LABS products from the rest that are on the market 
to	make	them	so	safe,	powerful	and	effective?	Well,	first	we	will	need	to	give	you	a	
brief bit of info about the new state of the sports supplement industry before it will 
all make complete sense to you... so stay with us. Even with all of this new science 
that is appearing in the industry as of late, there are several distinct problems 
that consumers should be aware of today. Here is a little bit of background about 
current industry laws to help you understand what we are talking about. It wasn’t 
until the mid 1990’s, that the current legislation that governs the industry was 
enacted called the Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act of 1994. This 
legislation grants supplement company owners more freedom to introduce new 
products with less government scrutiny, provided the ingredients are naturally 
occurring and are reasonably safe for human consumption. However, this Act also 
largely deregulated the industry by not establishing testing measures to insure 
product quality, potency, or have enough scientific backing to substantiate the 
claims of their intended use. This was all left up to the manufacturers to do, which 
is not necessarily a bad thing, if companies would actually do it.
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Due to the fact that this “quality assurance” responsibility is left up to the 
manufacturer, often times this facet of supplement business is absurdly 
compromised at the sake of extra profits from greedy owners. This is just a warning 
to consumers out there. There are a lot of companies out there that produce 
very low quality junk! Be careful of the crazy “Buy 1 Get 1 Free offers”and other 
giveaways… Because, what kind of quality anabolic ingredients could you possibly 
get	if	they	are	giving	them	away?	It’s	a	fact	that	real	“high	quality”	anabolics	cost	a	
lot of money to make. So if you buy from a business that gives away low cost junk, 
you may likely get low quality junk. SDI-Labs offers a buy 3 get 1 free deal, which 
enables us to still offer high quality products. Also, Holograms on your bottle don’t 
mean anything to validate a products consistency and simply a marketing trick. It 
is a total scam to make you think you are buying something you are not. SDI LABS 
products have never had holograms on our label and never will. We never use this 
type of ploy that simply insults your intelligence as a consumer. 

Ok, so what are some other key things to look out for if you are buying legal 
steroids	 off	 the	 internet?	 We’ve	 created	 a	 list.	 So,	 when	 you	 purchase	 legal	
steroids, and spend your hard-earned money doing so, you should make sure 
your supplement manufacturer utilizes the following quality assurance standards 
before purchasing anything from them. 

Checklist for Quality and Value in Supplement Company Products:

Make sure your selected company...

1. Doesn’t have Holograms on their labels. SDI LABS has never used holograms 
and never will as this insults your intelligence ad a buyer of legal steroids.

2. Doesn’t give their products away at crazy discounts. Beware of Buy 1 Get 1 
Free offers. “real anabolics” cost money to make. If you buy cheap, junk offers 
from companies that give away low quality fillers, then you may get what you 
pay for, junk & fillers…. without anabolic efficacy.

3 Utilizes supporting scientific literature for product ingredients including 
structure function claims, safety, efficacy and other development protocol. 

4  Establishes the recommended dosage and use patterns based on the above 
research.

5  Follows and has established cGMP or Good Manufacturing Practice to insure 
the highest possible production quality of its items.

6  Has performed BETA-Testing on all of its products to establish “Real-World” 
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efficacy.

7 Utilizes HPLC Testing and Certificates of Analysis to insure raw material quality 
and potency.

8  Has ongoing Research Development strategies to continue implementing 
new, powerful, safe and effective ingredients to market for continued customer 
satisfaction.

7  Utilizes accelerated stability testing chamber to calculate and insure shelf life 
quality.

8  Performs microbiological testing to insure ingredients are void of any harmful  
bio-hazardous agents.

When producing our “counterfeit proof” legal steroids, SDI LABS performs all of the 
procedures that were just listed and then some! We don’t need B.S. holograms or 
crazy buy 1 get 1 free offers and just sell you junk. We strongly suspect that the vast 
majority of other supplement companies just don’t have our level of commitment 
to quality and aren’t willing to spend the additional money required to do so. 
Now that SDI LABS has set the standard... let’s see if other supplement companies 
follow suit and clean up their acts! SDI LABS is not asking for more government 
regulation of the industry... that would be a disaster! What we seek is the complete 
opposite. More government regulation would inhibit our abilities to freely bring 
new and exciting ingredients to the market! And if that happened... it would take 
5 years and millions of dollars just to bring new ingredients to market and virtually 
make us subject to the same rigors as large pharmaceutical drug companies. 
We want other companies to follow our lead and be more responsible in their 
business practices. The better the overall quality gets by current manufacturers, 
the less the government will eyeball the industry to move in and start adding 
burdensome regulatory action!  The real problem is that being responsible costs a 
lot of money... and that means less profits... therefore, it is most likely that SDI LABS 
will be flying solo on this “high quality issue” for at least the foreseeable future.

ALL SDI LABS PRODUCTS 
AVAILABLE ON: 

www.legalsteroids.com
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Personal Note from the Author

Xavier “The Guru” Johnson 

Chief Product Development Officer

“I hope that you are charged up by now… I told you that reading this 
“unprecedented” underground handbook would be a life changing experience! 
Now, in the next part of this book, I will continue to completely change your 
beliefs about what muscular gains you think can be achieved without the use of 
dangerous illegal injectables and street stuff! If you want to be as big and ripped 
as the pro’s… you now have the tools to do it my friend! The quality of SDI-LABS 
products is unmatched in the history of the industry... plain and simple no one 
even comes close! We put only the best quality raw materials in our products to 
help trigger the greatest possible effect.  After having tried one of our powerful 
products, cycles or stacks I am sure that you will agree that they are more powerful 
than anything else out there. I am fully committed to insuring that only the highest 
quality products reach your hands. I personally have spent thousands of hours... 
literally... researching and developing these formulations. Plus... my continued 
collaboration with the absolute best scientific team in the industry enables SDI 
LABS to introduce products that are way beyond anything else offered in the 
market place. I don’t want to sound arrogant, but I didn’t become known as “THE 
GURU” for just any reason! After reading this book you will fully understand why 
I got that nickname! Additionally, the workout routines and diet plans detailed 
in this book have just as much research, science and “real world” use supporting 
their effectiveness and are simply the best guidance you can get anywhere, so 
please utilize them. Now that you have learned enough about the industry, we 
will discuss our latest stacks and cycles that will help you blow past your current 
expectations! Remember that SDI LABS stands behind our legal steroids 110%! So, 
of course there is SOLID money-back satisfaction guarantee! 

On another note... some of you may now be wondering to yourself, why did I 
have to discuss illegal anabolic steroids and all of the other so called negatives 
associated	with	“performance	 enhancement”	 in	 such	detail?	Well,	 that’s	 simply	
because this is an “Underground” Handbook, so we are telling you uncensored 
truth about the way things are and how they got that way to better prepare you 
for the kind of results you are going to achieve with this handbook and SDI-LABS 
products! No sugar coating to make things seem like a fairy tale... just telling it like 
it is. Plus it is interesting as heck... at least for me it is... to know the origins of all this 
stuff and be fully educated as a consumer!
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 We all know that everyone has a preconceived notion that injectable illegal steroids 
are the cream of the crop for muscle growth “performance enhancement”... we aim 
to change that popular notion with this system... and the only way to do that is by 
doing two important things... 1. Tell the whole story 2. Let people decide by trying 
the recommended SDI LABS product line and this “Underground” Legal Steroids 
Handbook and be amazed for themselves! Then they can spread the word about 
how POWERFUL and groundbreaking it truly is! Hopefully by now we have painted 
a pretty clear picture for you of the current state of the sports supplement industry 
and performance enhancement agents as a whole so you will fully understand the 
enormous impact that this handbook will have on the entire industry. 

Now that you know the whole truth... you will be ready to try our explosively 
powerful formulations and actually want to learn about how they work! If we 
didn’t paint the whole picture for you... there would actually be some of you out 
there that might get a little freaked out or even scared when first starting use of 
our legal steroids and the training system, because your muscle growth might 
be so extreme! And we really don’t want that to happen. We want you to be 
consumed with the experience and get fueled by the powerful “growth” effects to 
be the very best you can be. An educated consumer can make the right decisions 
for themselves and that’s what we intend to do... completely educate you. 

Now, with all of that being said I think you should be primed and ready to start 
learning about our immensely powerful products and how they will help explode 
your growth and performance to completely new levels! The next product section 
is VERY interesting so pay close attention... you are guaranteed to have a savage 
hunger to try ALL of SDI-LABS products, especially D-BOL, once you have finished 
reading! 

We do ask just one thing of you before getting started with this system...please 
DO NOT kick down the door of your local supplement store or gym to get your 
products, because SDI LABS products are NOT AVAILABLE IN STORES! They are 
ONLY available online at LEGALSTEROIDS.COM 

Hardcore Performance Enhancement Agents (LEGAL STEROIDS)

Finally... you have made it to one of the most interesting sections of this system 
where we reveal our groundbreaking performance enhancement agents! In this 
section, we will discuss several of our different high tech product breakthroughs. 
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Mini-Chemistry Lesson - ANABOLICS:

As you should know by now, the legal steroid products like D-BOL, WINNI-V and 
Liquid Anodrol we will be discussing, are designed to have high anabolic activity. 
The word anabolic, similar to “performance enhancement” as mentioned before, 
seems to carry with it a negative connotation because it is usually heard most often 
when attached to the word steroids. We hope to destroy this misconception. Safe 
anabolics ABSOLUTELY have their rightful place in “performance enhancement” as 
we will point out. The fact is... in addition to a good diet and solid training advice, 
everyone that is committed to building more muscle and strength MUST seriously 
consider using a high quality anabolic or a complete stack of anabolics. A good, 
potent anabolic is the mainstay of almost every athlete that is “in the know”. In 
fact, a high quality anabolic is probably the first performance enhancement 
agent that top athletes will try to acquire when assembling any effective stacking 
strategy to build more muscle. Now of course, the majority of pro bodybuilders 
are currently utilizing anabolics like ANADROL 50®, Dianabol®, Deca Durabolin®, 
GROWTH, and INSULIN. However, in this book about new and groundbreaking 
“legal performance enhancement technologies”, we are going to uncover multiple 
cutting edge legal steroids and anabolics that will target the same exact steroid 
and growth receptors with targeted, intense potency. In fact, many pros are 
“secretly” switching over to our legal steroids due to the safety factor and the 
ability to use them year round!

Professional athletes commonly use stacks and cycles when combining their 
anabolics to elicit the greatest possible receptor stimulation without downgrade 
and attenuation. The word “anabolic” simply means to enhance the rate of protein 
synthesis at a greater rate than without the application of the chemical agent. This 
“muscle generation” process helps build and repair muscle more quickly. There are 
many other metabolic changes that are possible to occur under the influence of 
a powerful anabolic stack that may contribute to performance enhancement and 
growth. These include enhanced blood levels of creatine phosphate, improved 
nitrogen retention, increased blood volume effect, improved glycogen utilization 
and the inhibition of cortisol output. Each of these activities may be indirectly 
enhanced by use of anabolics, which will contribute further to helping the muscle 
building process. 
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How Anabolics Work:

1.  Anabolic Agent w/Matching Shape of Receptor

2.  Anabolic Agent Binds w/Receptor Site

3.  Receptor Complex Bonds w/DNA Nucleus

4.  DNA Duplication Occurs Forming RNA

5.  mRNA Leaves the Nucleus Where Transcription Takes Place

Enhanced Protein Synthesis is Initiated
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Here is the last bit of “bio-chemistry” information we will discuss before immersing 
ourselves in the details of each of SDI-LABS ultra-powerful individual products! In 
order to better understand how they work together, we will give you a little more 
background information about how anabolics actually work within the body. As 
mentioned earlier, cell receptor sites, including steroid and other growth signaling 
receptors, react with anabolic agents in very complex ways. First off, in order for 
an anabolic agent to arrive effectively at a receptor site, it must be ingested and 
carried by the blood to the desired location. Any enhancement in the delivery 
vehicle or transport mechanism, such as sublingual dosing, may enhance this 
effect. Then, upon reaching the receptor site, the cell either lets the anabolic agent 
pass by or it will allow the anabolic molecule to latch on to it and potentially exert 
its powerful effects on the cell.

 The targeted cells of interest for anabolics, if interested in building more muscle 
of course, would be skeletal muscle cells. To best visualize this process, think of 
receptor sites as having different shapes such as circles, squares, triangles etc... 
Now, think of an anabolic agent as having the specific shape that fits into the 
receptor shape, which will then enable activation of the site. Once these shapes 
match up and bind to the receptor site, anabolics are believed to form a special 
bond with the muscle cell receptor called a cell-signaling complex. This enables it 
to send the muscle-building message to the cell nucleus.

Now, once this steroid receptor complex is formed, it travels to the center of the 
cell called the nucleus. It then binds with DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) and the 
process of gene expression and cell transcription are multiplied. The next step of 
the process is the duplication of the cell’s DNA in the form of mRNA (ribonucleic 
acid), which is able to leave the nucleus and enter the cytoplasm of the cell where 
transcription of messenger mRNA takes place. This then allows for more protein 
synthesis to occur, which is initiated by the signaling of more growth of muscle 
cell myofibril bands and cell proliferation due to training stressors.

Anabolics and Receptor Affinity

Unfortunately for athletes, this process is not allowed to be carried out with 
full intensity for long durations of time. That’s because most injectable steroids 
need to be “cycled” for only brief periods of time due to extreme side effects that 
could occur. Plus, optimal steroid receptor stimulation only occurs for specified 
time intervals. This is due to attenuation and receptor downgrade. Receptor 
downgrade occurs when a cell has been exposed to an anabolic of a certain type 
for prolonged amounts of time. The body then builds a tolerance to the effects of 
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the receptor stimulation, which therefore reduces the amount of anabolic effect 
exerted on the muscle cell. However, if given a rest from the anabolic agents, 
receptor affinity seems to recharge and again regain its ability to be stimulated 
by the anabolic agent. This is the BIG REASON why athletes use different anabolics 
all throughout the course of a cycle. Like starting a cycle with D-BOL and Liquid 
Anodrol and finishing with WINNI-V and Somatroph HC.

So, the biggest problem faced with injectable illegal steroids for any athlete is 
simply receptor downgrade. This is why periods of use called “cycling” are utilized. 
Now of course, if we were talking about injectable anabolic steroids, there 
would be possible side effects to consider. However, for the most part, cycles are 
constructed and utilized to help overcome receptor downgrade. In case you didn’t 
know, typically there are OFF CYCLE periods, where NO, or completely NEW types 
of anabolics are used, which is designed to recharge receptors. 

For those athletes that decide to go completely OFF of taking anything during this 
rest period,  they can typically expect to lose all of their hard earned muscular and 
strength gains. In fact, this is the biggest problem any athlete faces when using 
anabolic agents. This yo-yo effect leaves most athletes frustrated and many guys 
wearing baggy t-shirts in the gym. It also becomes very easy to spot when you see 
guys swelling up like a balloon, and then shrinking back down to a wimp every 
few months or so. It is downright embarrassing for most. 

Ok, this is where things get good. SDI-LABS specifically designed all of our legal 
steroids to be safe for long term use! In fact, the safety profile of our legal steroid 
isn’t even in the same ballpark as prescription anabolic steroids. Plus, we’ve also 
developed many cycles to “precisely” overcome this receptor downgrade issue. 
The most we ask you to take for a break from our products is only 4 weeks. That’s 
all! So, other than this quick 4 week off cycle, in essence, SDI LABS products and 
stacks become totally effective 365 days a year! This is no joke either! Imagine if 
it was possible to make continuous gains in muscle, 365 days per year, you’d be 
growing like the pro’s… and who know how much HUGE, RIPPED Muscle Mass 
you’ll achieve!
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SDI LABS “LEGAL STEROIDS” PRODUCT LINE:
Ok, now that you know what anabolics are, now we can explain how our products 
were originally designed. Then after the product descriptions section, we can go 
over those cycles I mentioned we designed to specifically overcome receptor 
downgrade. 

Ok… So, let’s take a look at our product line. The first product we will discuss, which 
is the first one we ever developed, is called D-BOL. Designed to mimic the effects 
of Dianabol, this ultra-popular product simply needs no further introduction, but 
we’ll fill you in anyway. Dianabol has been known as the staple for every serious 
bodybuilder in the last 20 years. Since it is one of the most popular bulking orals 
ever used, it was our mission to create a legal dietary supplement that could do 
the same thing, but be 100% legal and in a different industry. Dianabol was sold 
as a pharmaceurtical drug as methandrostenolone, a testosterone based anabolic 
steroid. We sought out to, and accomplished the goal of, launching a muscle 
building product that was in a different industry altogether, dietary supplements. 
And D-BOL was the final result! Ok, so we will now go over each product in the SDI-
LABS product line. After we discuss D-BOL, we go right into WINNI-V, Then Liquid 
Anodrol and so on! Please read through all of the product descriptions to become 
fully educated in all of the products that we offer.

ALL SDI LABS PRODUCTS 
AVAILABLE ON: 

www.legalsteroids.com
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SDI-LABS - EXTREME ENGINEERED ANABOLIC PREPARATIONS:

 

d-boL® 
Methadrostenol®

Pharmaceutical Name

(Methadrostenol®) 260.5mg/capsule - 60 capsules/bottle

Effective Dose

(Orals: 2 - 8 tabs/day)

Price

(Orals: $79.95 - 60 capsule bottle)

Cycle Info

Great by itself or also effectively stacked with WINNI-V and Liquid Anodrol during bulking 
cycles.Water retention does not seem to be problem with use and gains are reported very 
solid.      

Description

Invented in the summer of 2000, D-BOL is the most sought after anabolic available! D-BOL 
has quickly become the most popular oral anabolic available due to reports of extremely 
dramatic muscle strength and size gains. D-BOL has a special formulation containing 
methadrostenol that may exert a pronounced ergogenic action in the body after oral 
administration. It was designed specifically to cause dramatic endogenous increases of 
the exact same analogs of testosterone found in the body after oral administration of 
methandrostenolone. However, D-BOL lacks an altered c-17th carbon configuration thus 
making it completely safe with very little hepatoxicity. Due to this particular structure, there 
seems to be a longer half-life of anabolic activity present in trained skeletal muscle.

Aromatization and water retention also seem reduced because of this configuration. Users 
are reporting gains greater than any other legal oral anabolic compound without the 
negative side effects. There are reports of excellent gains when using, as little as, 2 capsules 
per day. Others have noted tremendous mass and strength gains with doses of 4-8 capsules 
daily. For optimal absorption, dosing should be spaced as evenly as possible. D-BOL is 
simply the most powerful oral anabolic on the market and is the preferred oral used by 
elite level athletes around the world. A sublingual liquid version of D-BOL has also been 
introduced that is popular with strength/speed athletes due to rapid absorption protocol. 
Reports of intense focus and energy are reported with this fast acting liquid form. 

Strict government regulations make any true performance enhancement agents hard to 
come by... Due to the sensitivity of this matter it is recommended to obtain a supply of this 

product while it is still available.
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Winni-V® tabS 
Cyclo-stanozol ™

 Pharmaceutical Name

(cyclostanozol™ ) 450mg/capsule - 60 capsules/bottle

Effective Dose

( Orals: 2 - 8 tabs/day)

Price

( Orals:$79.95 - 60 tab bottle )

Cycle Info

Effectively Stacked with D-bol during bulking cycles to reduce water retention and increase 
strength and energy levels. Also used individually to help promote lean, hard, and ripped 
muscle mass.

Cyclo-stanozol is a powerful non-prescription chemical hybrid that is reputed to possess 
highly stimulating, non-virilizing and anabolic properties. A new combination of this beta-
form (Cyclostanozol™) pro-anabolic/androgenic agent is reported to possess extremely 
potent lipolytic effects. WINNI-V may trigger massive increases of the exact same analogs 
of testosterone found in the body after administration of pharmaceutical stanazolol. Cyclo-
stanozol users are reporting of very hard, dry gains with use. Additions of three chemical 
synergists to this mixture have been shown to allow for absorption through the mouth 
allowing a high percentage of the active ingredients to bypass digestion. This mixture 
has been shown to be extremely fast acting producing a surge in energy in some users. 
Athletes that have switched to WINNI-V have reported of impressive results with this new 
beta-mix. WINNI-V’s lipolytic effects are acheived via a dynamic mechanism of action. 

Lean, vascular muscle gains are reported with as little as 2 - 4 tabs per day. Sold under the 
trade name WINNI-V, this new beta-mix is among the safest new orals to hit the market 
because of the lack of any altered C17 chemical configuration. A strong bitter taste has been 
a deterrent for some to reap the benefits of this new sublingual enhancer. Each tablet takes 
approximately 30 minutes, if slightly chewed, to completely dissolve under the tongue. 
For those that can overcome the taste it proves to be a powerful muscle hardening agent. 
A limited supply of this product is now being sold to the public. A new sublingual liquid 
version of WINNI-V has also been introduced that is popular with strength/speed athletes 
due to reports of lean muscle increase and the rapid absorption protocol. Like Liquid D-BOL, 
reports of intense focus and energy are reported with this fast acting liquid form. 

Strict government regulations make any true performance enhancement agents hard to 
come by... Due to the sensitivity of this matter it is recomended to obtain a supply of this 
product while it is still available.
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LiQUid anodroL®

Oxymethobol ®

Pharmaceutical Name

(Oxymethobol™ - Liquid Oral Suspension) 120ml/bottle

Effective Dose

(Sublingual: 2 - 4 cc’s/day)

Price

(Liquid Bottle: $109.95 - 120ml bottle)

Cycle Info

The absolute most powerful OTC product available. May be used in any cycle to support 
tremendous size and strength gains.

Liquid Anodrol is the newest and most powerful product to hit the market with incredible 
reports of mass and strength gains. Pumps reported with use of Liquid Anodrol are legendary. 
Users generally administer 2 cc’s in the morning and another 2 cc’s in the afternoon with 
the special measuring tube provided. This liquid form is designed to enhance bioavailability 
with its unique oral suspension delivery system. Anodrol’s unique configuration may allow 
it to be absorbed more readily in the mouth via absorption via buccal mucosa. This not only 
supports its bypass of destruction by the digestive process, but it also may clear “first pass” 
liver degradation usually seen in other oral anabolics. The net result is an incredible increase 
in the desired hormones. The most desirable effect of this delivery system, however, is that 
Liquid Anodrol is not alkylated or methylated in configuration, which may completely 
eliminate toxicity problems with the liver.

Reports are coming in that Liquid Anodrol Oral Suspension is truly all it is cracked up to be. 
Excellent gains are seen with 2-4 CC’s administered per day. The formula tastes great and 
has a natural time release effect and may produce the most dramatic muscle and strength 
gains of any product currently available. A few users interviewed claim of improved mass 
gains when stacked with powerful orals such as D-BOL or WINNI-V. This formula is a must 
try!
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teSt SUSPenSion® 
Supratestin Depot®

Pharmaceutical Name

(Supratestin Depot)® 1 ml per serving - 120 ml/cc’s bottle

Effective Dose

(Oral droppers: 2 - 4 CC’s/day)

Price

(Orals liquid: $109.95 - 120 ml bottle)

Cycle Info

Test Suspension is the most powerful water based oral pro-testosterone preparation 
commercially available without a prescription. Many users report of dramatic muscle 
growth, hardness, increased strength, improved mood and enhanced energy levels. 
Test Suspension is fast acting, in and out of the system, and therefore is great for 
getting lean. It contains the active ingredient of Supratestin Depot®, which is a refined 
proprietary composite of pro-testosterone agents that may greatly promote heightened 
testosterone blood levels after oral administration. Use of omifen at the cycles completion 
is recommended to restore the hypothalamic/testicular axis to normal levels.

Muscle gains with “suspension” are being reported unusually high yet extremely solid. 
Suspension has virtually no capacity to aromitize into estrogen, which may prevent side 
effects such as water retention and bloating. Suspension has an extremely high affinity to 
bind to multiple types of myocytic steroid receptors. Due to this action, strength increases 
are reported extraordinary. Powerlifters and strength athletes seeking higher lifting totals 
may optimally use Test Suspension in their cycles. Needless to say, many lifting records may 
be broken as a result of using of this product.

Suspension has a special applicator, which is used to draw out the desired dose. It is orally 
administered and held in the mouth for 60-180 seconds before swallowing. This specialized 
oral infusion assimilation system enhances absorption and will promote enhanced digestion 
to a large degree. This product pushes the boundaries of OTC performance enhancement 
technology with its incredible ergogenic efficacy and delivery method. Test Suspension is 
an extremely potent and highly recommended multi-purpose anabolic agent.
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eQUidren®  
Boldenodrol ®

Pharmaceutical Name

(Boldenodrol ™) 600mg/capsule - 100 tablets/bottle

Effective Dose

(Orals: 2 - 8 tabs/day)

Price

(Orals: $79.95 - 100 tabs bottle)

Cycle Info

Equidren is a powerful pro-anabolic pharmaceutical that may be capable of adding 
incredible strength and reducing aromatization during bulking cycles. Like a cross between 
Deca and Winni, it is even more well-known for its ability to increase density, vascularity, 
and muscle hardness during cutting cycles. Water retention does not seem to be problem 
with use and gains are reported very solid.

Equidren (Boldenodrol™) is a highly specialized combination of compounds designed to 
increase anabolic effect via enhanced vasodilation or “blood pumping effect” in blood 
vessels. This effect is primarily produced by conversion of active ingredients into Nitric 
Oxide, which is responsible for opening up blood vessels. In addition, this process may 
directly signal cells to increase the uptake of protein and also increase the amount of 
myofibril contractile fibers in the muscle cell to promote enhanced rates of hypertrophy. 
Additional anabolic constituents in this high powered product may further stimulate this 
vasodilation effect. MUSCLE PUMPS experienced while using boldenodrol are extremely 
intense and long lasting for this reason.

Boldenodrol™ has highly anabolic properties, with absolutely no androgenic activity. It may 
be a very efficient builder of muscle tissue, and is not likely to produce androgenic side 
effects (oily skin, acne, hair loss, body/facial hair growth) compared to an androgen such as 
testosterone. Equidren is highly recommended by itself or in combination with any cycle.
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Masterbolan®  
Drostanozol ®

Pharmaceutical Name

(Drostanozol®) 50mg/capsule - 60 capsules/bottle

Effective Dose

(Orals: 2 - 8 caps/day)

Price

(Orals: $79.95 - 60 capsule bottle)

Cycle Info

Effectively stacked with WINNI-V ® and EQUIDREN ® during cutting cycles. Typically used 
as a muscle hardener, fat burner, and to increase strength. Use of this product should be 
limited to 8 weeks at a time due to its powerful pro-anabolic activity.

Masterbolan® (Drostanozol ®) may be typically used as a muscle hardener and strength 
increaser. It has been reputed to notably sharpen the appearance of individuals that 
already carry a low body-fat percentage. Drostanozol has a chemical structure that may 
assist in recovery from bouts of extreme body stress including heavy weight training. 
Upon administration of Drostanozol, subdermal water levels may drop dramatically. Users 
often report of the skin taking on a paper thin appearance. This effect is highly desired 
in bodybuilders seeking a hard, ripped and dense pre-contest condition. Masterbolan is a 
highly recommended combination to any cycle to add incredible hardness, strength and 
enhance recovery during weight training.
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oMiFen® 
Clomex gonadotropol ®

Pharmaceutical Name

(Clomex Gonadotropol)® 545mg/capsule - 60 tablets/bottle

Effective Dose

( Orals: 2 - 8 tabs/day)

Price

( Orals:$79.95 - 60 tab bottle )

Cycle Info

This post cycle substance has gained much popularity among athletes due to its reputed 
ability to act as a gonadotropic stimulant and estrogen blocker. Clomex Gonadotropil™, 
the active ingredient in Omifen, enhances testosterone levels by acting on the pituitary 
gland rather than the testes themselves. This pituitary stimulation causes an increased 
production of gonadotropins, particularly luteinizing hormone, which then activates the 
testes to increase endogenous testosterone levels. Typically taken at the end of a cycle, 
Omifen is preferred over HCG because of its ability to gradually restore the testicular axis 
to normal levels after a cycle. The spike of testosterone noted after administration of HCG 
may be counterproductive because of its excessive magnitude. This huge spike from HCG 
actually triggers the pituitary to again stop making these necessary gonadotropins.

Users have been very enthusiastic about Omifen with reports of greatly reduced post cycle 
crashes. This is a term used to describe the drop in athletic performance and “smoothing 
out” that commonly occurs at the completion of a cycle of effective quantity and duration. 
When taking anabolics, the restoration of natural testosterone levels is considered by 
many to be as important as the cycle itself. In addition to helping users keep their gains, 
Clomex gonadotropil’s suppression of estrogen levels can actually make muscles appear 
harder and more ripped. It accomplishes this by competing for and binding to estrogen 
receptors which helps to prevent related side effects such as gynocomastia. Recommended 
for the final weeks of a cycle, Omifen may dramatically help to prevent side effects, improve 
muscle hardness and enable the user to keep the gains that were worked so hard for. Many 
athletes take Omifen continuously between pro-anabolic cycles to reduce estrogenic side 
effects, stay hard and keep natural testosterone at a maximum output.
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SoMatroPH HC™

Nutropil Recombinex ™ 

Pharmaceutical Name

(Nutropil Recombinex™) 60ml/bottle

Effective Dose

(Oral liquid: 2-4 droppers/ sublingually/daily)

Price

(Orals Liquid: 60ml bottle - $79.95)

Cycle Info

Human Growth Hormone is considered by many hardcore bodybuilders as “mother load” 
of fat burning and muscle enhancing compounds. Simply the most sought after fat burner, 
muscle tone enhancer and body repartitioning agent in existence! Somatroph HC is a 
breakthrough in chemistry that may allow you to safely increase Human Growth Hormone 
levels without injections! Typically individuals are using prescription growth hormone to 
strengthen and build muscle, burn fat without exercise, improve mood, enhance sex drive 
and completely reverse the aging process! It comes as no surprise that many men and 
women in SHOW BIZ and ENTERTAINMENT industries also use it as a means of getting in 
incredible shape! Low body fat, tight skin, and lean strong muscle mass is the end result! 
Human Growth hormone is released by the pituitary and is very abundant in our youth. 
Unfortunately this output declines with age and results in signs of aging which include 
wrinkles, grey hair, weaker muscle, more body fat, etc...

Many wealthy individuals currently get prescriptions for Growth Hormone injections, 
which average about $2000 dollars a month. This is obviously not a solution for the majority 
of people reading this paragraph. Fortunately, SDI-LABS Research and Development team 
has discovered a non-prescription combination of compounds that may support the body’s 
own pituitary to increase HC output to compare to the standard dosages of HC commonly 
prescribed by physicians for Life Enhancement purposes.

This formula is a combination of D-Aspartic Acid, L-DOPA, GABA, and Niacinimide. L-DOPA 
is the chemical precursor to Dopamine. D-Aspartic Acid is a recently discovered amino 
responsible for testosterone and growth hormone increases. Next, the L-DOPA extract used 
in Somatroph HC is derived from the Mucuna Pruriens plant originally found in India. This 
extract has the unique ability to raise dopamine levels and target 90% of this increase in the 
pituitary. The pituitary is commonly referred to as the “Master Hormone” center of the brain. 
The stimulation of dopamine in this part of the brain therefore safely triggers the desired 
increase of Growth Hormone . The L-DOPA contained in Somatroph HC comes from a 100% 
natural source and is far safer to use than any chemically synthesized form. L-Dopa has 
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shown promise as a “Smart Drug”. It may also enhance cognition and mental acuity. GABA 
and Niacinimide are potent cofactors of Dopamine and GH release with the ability to help 
calm, relax and maintain a healthy nervous system. Our unique formula may help increase 
serum blood GH levels comparable to that of standard replacement dosages.

No needles required, no doctor’s trips, and low monthly price! Another benefit of Somatroph 
HC over GH injections is in the way it is designed. This is simply because your body may 
actually increase the production of Growth Hormone in your own pituitary as it always has. 
GH Injections directly suppress pituitary output of growth hormone while increasing blood 
levels. Somatroph HC may increase blood levels and pituitary output together! Somatroph 
is simply the best solution today for heightened levels of growth hormone with or without 
a prescription for non-medical purposes! Reports have come in that Somatroph HC stacks 
powerfully with all anabolic compounds and multiplies their effectiveness.

Legal Steroids - Products Summary:

Well, that sums up our legal steroids product section of the book. We do cover 
specific advanced cycling methods in the next section of this book for maximum 
synergistic effect! So definitely check them out! All of the legal steroids we just 
discussed are specifically designed to help you achieve peak levels of “Performance 
Enhancement” that this industry has never seen before! Now, the only thing left to 
do logon to legalsteroids.com and grab a stack! We highly recommend continuing 
further with our system and read the forthcoming “Underground” Legal Steroids 
Handbook for cycle methods, elite training, diet and mental conditioning 
sections... Plus... be sure to make use of the included logs to track your progress! 
It’s up to you to make all of these unique parts of performance enhancement 
technology a permanent part of your training routine. Be sure of one thing... they 
are guaranteed to help you reach your goals faster than you ever thought possible!

CYCLES & STACKS: Introduction
Ok, now that you’ve learned about the incredible product technologies, now 
you are ready to learn “how to” cycle them for optimal receptor affinity and 
continuous growth effects! So, get ready for explosive gains! In this section, we 
are going to provide some specialized sequences of taking our new “performance 
enhancement” agents called cycles. We will begin with some intermediate cycles. 
These are standard combinations of our “performance enhancement agents” that 
can help provide you with enormous gains. 

Next, we take it one step further in our advanced cycles section. Here we unlock 
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sophisticated methods of stacking our “performance enhancement agents” that 
are so advanced and powerful, you just might want to bitch slap every punk 
that ever messed with you before. You might even want to tell them it will be 
worse the next time if their chick doesn’t stop making advances towards you. But 
seriously though... these advanced cycles are very intense and will help jack up 
your intensity level several times over! When the following ADVANCED CYCLES 
are combined with the high-tech diet and exercise routines presented, in a later 
section of this book, you may get so BIG, RIPPED and STRONG that you will shock 
and amaze yourself and virtually everyone else that you know! In fact, athletes that 
once upon a time gave you a run for your money... may now be running to try and 
catch up to you. It’s time to get fired up and develop a stone cold attitude towards 
your training routine so you can tear down the gym with hardcore intensity! Now, 
let’s get right to it, learn about these stacks, and get you ready to throw down 
some serious muscle gains!

 
SDI LABS: Legal Steroids Cycle & Stacks Technical Information:

Utilizing empirical and anecdotal evidence, scientific research has shown that 
anabolic compounds are most effective when used in a logical sequence referred 
to as a cycle. The term cycle refers to the duration of time that passes while 
concurrently taking pre-determined combinations and dosages of anabolic 
agents. A synergistic action, or an amplified effect, has been shown to occur when 
two or more anabolics are administered simultaneously. Along with stacking 
anabolics, proper consideration must be addressed to the strategic development 
of the cycle, which effectively maps the muscle cells for receptor downgrade. This 
deliberate planning prevents attenuation or ever allowing the body to build a 
tolerance to the administered agents.

The following cycles have been carefully calculated to enhance cell receptor 
sensitivity, anabolic synergism, and to provide maximal ergogenic benefit. Each 
cycle has a brief description for use as each is designed for a specific length of 
time and benefit. Training intensity should be elevated as well as protein intake 
for the duration of each cycle. A minimum of 1.5 grams of protein per pound of 
bodyweight is recommended for optimal nitrogen retention. Users should allow 
a minimum of eight weeks off between cycles in order to effectively rest myocyte 
(muscle cell) steroid receptors. 
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*Extremely large muscle size and strength gains have been reported with 
the following pre-engineered cycles. A dramatic reduction of body fat, which 
translates into a lean, hard, and ripped pre-contest quality conditioning, is also 
reported at the cycle’s completion. Best of all, users claim that the incredible 
gains experienced are well maintained after use is discontinued. When choosing 
a cycle, carefully examine each schedule to determine which quantity and dosing 
structure best suits your individual needs.

 
8 Week Staggered Form Blitz Cycle (Aka. Powerlifters Stack)

This popular MUSCLE BLITZING cycle was designed to BOMBARD muscles with 
an alternating dosing protocol of our most potent MASS building anabolics. 
User reports of dramatic size, strength and power increase are very common. 
This stack has also been noted to be very popular with POWERLIFTERS looking 
to increase strength during their training. D-BOL is taken daily throughout the 
cycle to promote maximum anabolism and protein turnover. Receptors are hit 
with alternating weeks of Liquid Anodrol and Test Suspension for maximum 
receptor stimulation. Additionally, powerlifters have chosen this stack in droves 
as it may help produce lean muscle mass for making weight while helping provide 
maximum strength increases during intensive training.
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10 Week Precision Form Mini Cycle (aka. The “Super Man” Stack)

The 10 week period of this stack is designed to trigger MASSIVE SIZE and STRENGTH 
gains, most of which occurs during the first 4 weeks. Because of the duration of 
anabolics used and their timing, we have had reports of users citing potent sexual 
stimulating effects during this stack. The second half of this stack is designed to 
completely lean out the physique and get it SHREDDED. Muscle gains reported 
are extreme and due to the receptor manipulation techniques on receptor affinity, 
continuous gains are reported. This stack’s multiple benefits of helping to produce 
BIG, RIPPED muscle MASS while also enhancing sexual performance, have gotten 
it the nickname of The “Super Man” Stack. So, women just may notice your body 
more… and while they maybe can’t keep their eyes off of you, they’ll be even 
more impressed by your performance increase. It’s highly likely they’ll be bragging 
to their friends about you. A must have stack for those looking to become the Top 
Dawg, Alpha Male.
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14 Week Intrinsic Form Mini Cycle (aka. The PRO’S “OFF SEASON” Stack)

If you are looking to BULK UP and pack on SLABS of DENSE, THICK, SUPER STRONG, 
100% bona fide muscle MASS, then this is THE STACK for you! There is no substitute 
for massive power and size. In sports, or with gaining the respect of your peers… 
and this Stack will help you get it. Also, many off season pros who are bulking up 
prefer this stack to keep adding MASS, while they wait for their final stack before 
show time. Pro’s may find that holding onto their MASS and hardness by taking 
this stack… then taking a 4 week rest… and switching to the 14 Week Intrinsic 
form cycle to follow, works incredibly well. The SIZE GAINS and STRENGTH are 
reported ENORMOUS. This cycle is designed for those seeking maximum results in 
muscle size and strength. If you want people to take notice of your immense size, 
then this is the stack for you.
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14 Week Precision Form Peaking Cycle (aka. The “Mr. O” Stack)

The absolute most powerful stack EVER offered by SDI-LABS for getting you 
BIG, STRONG, DENSE and INSANELY SHREDDED! If you are looking to become a 
bona fide FREAK OF NATURE, this stack is for you. It starts with D-BOL and Liquid 
Anodrol for maximum MASS BUILDING potency. It then transitions to a cutting 
phase after all of the bulk has been made to help cut it all up for show time. If 
your aspirations are to compete at a bodybuilding show, this is the stack to start 
and end the process. It is designed to bulk you and cut you in a precise 14 week 
receptor IGNITING protocol. Users have claimed this stack to provide dramatic 
effects. When thinking about the 14 Week cycle, its kind of like a combination 
cycle of the best features from each of the stacks we have to offer, all in one. You 
get the SIZE, STRENGTH, SEXUAL PERFORMANCE and incredibly RIPPED physique. 
It’s the “cycle” to end all cycles and definitely not for the weak.
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The “Original” BLITZ CYCLE
This cycle was the first ever cycle offered by SDI LABS, and still one of our best 
sellers. It includes high dose receptor bombardment of the powerful products 
D-BOL and WINNI-V. This blitz style dosing of receptors, using two different types 
of anabolics, helps produce SIZE and also gets you RIPPED at the same time. D-BOL 
and WINNI-V are available in oral and sublingual liquid formulas. Therefore, this 
stack may also be used with either version as a standard Blitz Cycle or what we call 
The Liquid Blitz Cycle.

MONTH 1PRODUCT MONTH 2 MONTH 3

1 tab
4x’s / Day

1 tab
4x’s / Day

1 tab
4x’s / Day

1 tab
4x’s / Day OFF

OFF

BLITZ CYCLE
Save $159.90!

Price: $479.70

Stacks and Cycles Section Summary:

Thanks for reviewing some of the most powerful stacks in the world! Now you have 
the ammo to take up your muscle MASS to new levels! By using SDI LABS potent 
legal steroids inside these cycles, and combining them with the forthcoming 
diet and exercise routines, you will be unstoppable in the gym! You may visit 
legalsteroids.com to order these stacks. Or place your order with a live person 24 
hours a day by calling our toll free phone number: 1-888-256-6785
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Getting Dialed In!

The “Art” of Mind-set,
Mental Conditioning & Visualization

Wow! That was some pretty incredible information about some very exciting 
hardcore legal steroids, cycles and the history about the incredible technologies! 
The words “Performance Enhancement” are starting to take on a new meaning 
for	you	aren’t	they?	I	told	you	that	we	would	completely	change	the	definition	of	
those two words! However, we aren’t finished yet! You will soon understand the full 
meaning of our new definition! During the next few chapters, we will provide you 
with guidance that is just as important as the products we discussed in achieving a 
new peak level of physical power! So, let’s start the training and diet portions of this 
system with your mindset fully dialed in! Then you’ll be ready to attack the weights 
with a newfound level of ferocity and also find the extreme discipline required to 
stick to a highly effective and precisely formulated diet plan! Then, everything will 
begin to come together for you! 

To start this section off properly, you will need to make a decision right now to fully 
commit yourself to this program. This means making a determination to change 
your lifestyle, habits and beliefs! We are now going to have you practice a little 
imagery to understand what making this decision is truly about. Then, you can fully 
understand what it is that you want to achieve. You need to know what you are 
striving for in order for it to be worthwhile to you. You will be required to work hard 
and become passionate about doing it. The next little exercise will help enhance 
your ability to accomplish this. 

So let’s get started! The first thing we will work on is called visualization. To begin this 
exercise, you must begin to focus your thoughts on what it will be like to achieve a 
new, muscular, ripped and strong body. Imagine how this will make you feel to be 
in a position of power and respect among your peers.... or how it will feel to be the 
best you can be at your particular sport. Just think of how rewarding it will be for 
you to look into the mirror and be proud of how good you look. Actually try to feel 
this high level of confidence that you will surely know once you have gotten into 
the best shape of your life. Next, try to imagine the experience of what it will feel 
like to take your shirt off in public... and to know that you will be turning people’s 
heads... and best of all... that you’ll actually be getting girls hot. That feels pretty 
good	doesn’t	it?	Now,	while	you	are	feeling	this	excitement,	reaffirm	the	decision	
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you have already made to be the best you can be... to get into the most muscular 
and ripped condition of your life! Once you have done this little visualization 
exercise, then we are ready to finish up the process of getting you “DIALED IN”!

Now, we are going to ask that you take a picture of yourself in your current physical 
condition. This will be your “before” picture. Of course, at the completion of this 12 
week system we will want you to take your “after” photo. This is a mandatory task 
because it will enable you to actually see the amazing transformation that your 
body will undergo. Wear tight fitted shorts and no shirt. Reveal as much muscle as 
possible. This “before” picture will be used daily to provide you with motivation to 
improve. Of course, we also want you to plan a “photo shoot” for your “after” photo 
at the end of this training system. We will talk more about this in the Hydration and 
Shredding Tricks section of the book on page 83 .

The next thing we will ask you to do is to think of several goals that you hope to 
achieve with this system. Write these goals down on a sheet of paper. Whether it is 
to drop ten pounds, put on 50 pounds of muscle, or be the best at your personal 
sport. Each and every morning of this routine, I want you to read these goals to 
yourself and believe that you can achieve them! Visualize all of the successes you 
will have in your life, the incredible journey you will have while experiencing this 
transformation, and how happy it will make you feel to have actually done it! 
Visualize yourself working out hard and eating a disciplined diet! Start your day 
with a “big charge” of positive mental energy and be confident in yourself and 
your abilities to achieve your goals! Then, right before you go to bed, you will re-
read these goals and remind yourself of what your dreams are and what it will take 
to achieve them.  This will condition your mind for the “Underground” experience! 
Be sure to take a look at your “before” photo every day also. You might even want 
to tape it to the refrigerator so you are reminded every time you eat of what you 
are trying to accomplish!

The next thing we want you to consider is this... try to find a friend or relative to 
get on the system with you. Even better, if you can find an actual training partner 
that will work out with you, it will work even that much better. You can help push 
each other inside and outside of the gym for more improvement. You may even 
possibly consider making a small wager between yourselves about who can 
achieve the best results with the program. I suggest that you try to empower 
each other by sharing compliments and other types of verbal praise and positive 
reinforcements. This little technique may prove very beneficial in helping you stay 
motivated and accomplishing your goals!
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Lastly, we will utilize our newly practiced visualization technique, and apply it to 
helping your training performance and dieting discipline. Let’s first apply it to your 
workouts. The next time you are in the gym, before you begin any type of cardio or 
weight training, visualize yourself performing your sets with the absolute highest 
level of intensity. You’ll be surprised at how well this little technique will help your 
workouts. Just think, since your mind has already done the sets, once you begin to 
actually do them, they will seem a whole lot easier than ever before! It will literally 
be like adding fuel to fire as your workout energy explodes to new levels! 

As you increase the weight during the workouts, mentally see yourself powerfully 
doing the sets and reps with perfect form. Visualize the intense effort it will require 
and also picture yourself enjoying it! Then, when you are doing your heaviest sets 
of an exercise, take it one step further and visualize yourself with an even greater 
level of intensity. Open your eyes wide, take some deep breaths, cock your chest 
back, open up your palms and get ready for battle! Look at those weights like 
you want to destroy them! Take the attitude that nothing will defeat you... no 
weight... no amount of reps! Nothing period! That’s right! Get ready for a throw 
down! You are going to bust up the gym! Every weight in that place doesn’t stand 
a chance in stopping you! That’s right... you are going to literally chew em up and 
spit em out when your’re done! Feels good to think about working out this way 
doesn’t	 it?	You	 should	now	have	 an	unstoppable	mental	 attitude!	The	one	we	
wanted you to have! Now, you are going to use this unstoppable force once you 
begin lifting! Keep focused on your form and completely committed to the task of 
overpowering your workout all the way through to completion!

Once you have effectively utilized this visualization technique in training, applying 
it to your diet will be easy! When it is time to eat, visualize yourself eating the 
proper amounts and types of food specified in your diet plan. If you start getting 
bad cravings, visualize what your goals are for your body and that they just won’t 
be possible if you give into the temptation! Be strong! You have the power to 
control your appetite. It just requires a little discipline and positive action! Visualize 
how good it will feel if you stick with it and get BIG, STRONG and RIPPED! If you are 
having an especially hard time, you might want to quickly shake your head or clap 
your hands as to rid yourself of the unwanted thought. Then, take on an attitude of 
authoritative confidence. You will stick to your diet plan no matter what... no small 
craving will defeat you... period! You are the man... and to remain the man... you 
need to control these “little issues” like eating a good healthy diet and controlling 
your appetite! Once you have conquered the temptation, feel good about what 
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you accomplished by overpowering these thoughts and mentally reward yourself! 

Pretty	 amazing	 concept	 isn’t	 it?	When	 using	 visualization	 to	 overcome	mental	
obstacles, you can actually apply this new found mental power to almost any 
area of your life! Once you learn to discipline your mind in this manner by utilizing 
visualization techniques, you can simply use it towards anything you wish! Do 
you	want	to	be	the	best	in	a	certain	sport?	All	that	you	have	to	do	is	write	down	
your specific goals, read them every morning and every night, visualize and 
focus on your success, be passionate about achieving your goals, and you will 
achieve them! Then, if the going gets tough... dig down deep and overpower the 
challenge the same way you did your heaviest sets of the day! Again, this same 
principle can be applied to a relationship problem. Write down what your goals 
are in that relationship, visualize how you will make it work out the best, apply 
discipline into making it happen, and be passionate about it! The same applies 
for your job, finances and all other areas of your life! After a little bit of practice, 
this visualization process will become a habit for you and you won’t even need 
to think about it. It will just happen! You’ll soon be excelling in every area of your 
life, at a very rapid pace, simply as a result of this cutting edge program called The 
“Underground” Legal Steroids Handbook!

Work hard at mastering these visualization and goal setting techniques. Now, 
before moving forward with this book, let’s make one final commitment to stick to 
this program! Once you have committed to getting your mind-set DIALED IN, you 
will be one step closer to GETTING BIG AND RIPPED!
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Legal Steroids “Underground” Training

Get ready for the most explosive and powerful workout routine you have ever 
experienced! This routine guarantees full speed and intense muscle growth 
development and will help you get extremely ripped in the process. No other 
bodybuilding routine has been developed with such precision and accuracy to 
help you achieve your full genetic potential! With all of this being said, I would now 
like to personally welcome you to join our hardcore GYM so we can finally begin 
training. However, there will be one requirement. You are going to need to BLITZ 
your workouts to a new level of intensity to become a full-fledged member of our 
“Underground” training organization! The following workouts will be presented in 
a table form and consist of two parts! The first will be the MASS building portion 
called the BULKING PHASE. This first 8 weeks of the routine will help you put on 
slabs of thick, dense muscle tissue. Then, for the final 4 weeks, we will incorporate 
more isolation movements in our CUTTING PHASE. This CUTTING portion will help 
you get all of your new muscle growth RIPPED TO SHREDS. 

Let’s start by going over the exercises you will utilize during your training. As we 
just mentioned, the following exercises will be displayed according to body part 
and specified appropriately as POWER MOVEMENTS or ISOLATION MOVEMENTS. 
Although various types of exercise will be interwoven into both routines, the 
BULKING section will include more POWER movements while the CUTTING portion 
will start to incorporate more of the isolation movements to add the finishing final 
touches on your physique. 

The following section will display the start and mid-point positions for each exercise 
in our two routines. These exercises will be broken down into groups referring to 
the primary muscle groups they are intended to target. The first day will include 
all BACK exercises, the second day all CHEST exercises, and so on. Please focus on 
practicing perfect form during your exercises to reduce risk of injury. Also very 
important is stretching to help prevent injury from training. Therefore, make sure 
that you thoroughly stretch each muscle group that is involved with the following 
exercises before and after performing them. Ok... lets get started with learning the 
exercises!
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- Underground Exercises - 

BACK 
Power Movements
See chart pg. 67

      
SUMO STYLE
DEADLIFT

      
TRADITIONAL  
STYLE DEADLIFT

      
BENT OVER  
BARBELL ROWS

      
BARBELL  
SHRUGS
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BACK
Isolation Movements
See chart pg. 67

      

CABLE ROWS

      
LAT PULL
DOWNS

      
DUMBBELL
ROWS

      
DUMBBELL
SHRUGS
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BACK
Isolation Movements
See chart pg. 67

      
STIFF LEG
DEADLIFT

CHEST
power MOVEMENTS:
See chart pg. 68

      
 
FLAT BENCH PRESS

      
INCLINE BARBELL
BENCH PRESS

      
NARROW GRIP
FLAT BENCH PRESS
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CHEST
Isolation Movements
See chart pg. 68

      
CABLE CROSSOVERS
(UPPER CHEST)

      
CABLE CROSSOVERS
(LOWER CHEST)

      
FLAT
DUMBBELL PRESS 

      
DUMBBELL FLYS
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CHEST
Isolation Movement
See chart pg. 68

      
INCLINE
DUMBBELL PRESS

LEGS
POWER MOVEMENTS:
See chart pg. 70

      

SQUAT

      

LEG PRESS
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LEGS
Isolation Movements
See chart pg. 70

      
CALVE
RAISES

      

LUNGES

      
LEG
EXTENSIONS

      
 
LEG CURLS
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SHOULDERS
Power Movements
See chart pg. 71

      
SEATED DUMBBELL
SHOULDER PRESS

      
SEATED FRONT
DELT RAISES 
(*May Perform Standing Alternatively)

      
SEATED LATERAL
DELT RAISES 
(*May Perform Standing Alternatively)
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SHOULDERS
Isolation Movement
See chart pg. 71

      
SIDE DELT
CABLE RAISES

      
BENT OVER REAR
DELT CABLE RAISES

      
REAR DELT
DUMBBELL RAISES
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ARMS
Triceps Power Movements
See chart pg. 69

      
“K-SWOE” KRUSHERS
(SKULL CRUSHERS)

      
STRAIGHT BAR
CABLE  PRESSDOWNS

ARMS
Triceps Power Movements
See chart pg. 69

      
ROPE
PRESSDOWNS

      
ONE ARM REVERSE
EXTENSIONS
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LYING HAMMER
EXTENSIONS

ARMS
Biceps Isolation Movements
See chart pg. 69

      
STRAIGHT
BAR CURLS

      
HAMMER
CURLS
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ARMS
Biceps Isolation Movements
See chart pg. 69

      
STRAIGHT BAR
CABLE CURLS

      
HIGH CABLE
 “PEAKING” CURLS

      
CONCENTRATION
CURLS

      
SINGLE ARM
CABLE CURLS
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ABDOMINALS
Isolation Movements
See chart pg. 72

      
ROPE CABLE
CRUNCHES

      
INCLINE BENCH SITUP

      
LYING CRUNCHES

      
HANGING LEG RAISES
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“UNDERGROUND”  WORKOUT ROUTINE

Bulking & Cutting Phases Of Training

Now that you have learned the actual exercises, we will discuss the two-phase 
workout portion of our routine. We will incorporate all of the just learned POWER 
and ISOLATION movements into the BULKING and CUTTING phases, which make 
up the entire “UNDERGROUND” routine. As with everything presented in this 
book so far, the following routines are based on scientific principles. Periodization 
is a training methodology that has been proven time and time again to be the 
single most effective training philosophy available. This scientific approach 
breaks up training into periods of time called macro-cycles. During each of these 
periods, you will target your training on specific performance benefits such as 
power, endurance, strength, speed, and so on. Periodization is the systematic 
long-term planning of an athletes training program using progressive resistance 
training. Therefore, to coax continual improvements in strength, the workouts will 
include just enough increases of intensity each week so that the body is able to 
fully recover from the previous week’s workout. This is a pretty simple concept 
to follow if you really think about it. However, most bodybuilders will go to the 
gym and workout with the same basic “un-planned” high intensity approach 
every time they go to the gym. That is why people hit plateaus and fail to make 
constant progress forward. With these types of high-intensity routines, consistent 
full recovery is not possible. However, the promise of our new “Underground” 
periodization routine is complete recovery from every workout with more actual 
muscle growth then you ever thought possible! You might think that these are 
bold claims... but surprisingly... a typical high-intensity workout needs only subtle 
changes in weights, sets and reps to actually work within a periodization training 
model. Once this is achieved, results will be on a scale never experienced before! 
We will now begin your final preparation for The “Underground” workout!

As stated earlier, in the routines to follow, you will simply want to stretch and 
warm-up to get the muscles involved with each particular lift to get them warm 
and ready. Then, once adequately primed, proceed to perform the top sets of the 
day as prescribed in the workouts described. Again, the workout routines to follow 
will display your top sets of the day only. Therefore, you are to warm up sufficiently 
prior to execution to be fully ready to perform them only... not to burn yourself 
out before-hand. Also, make sure that you accurately know your strength level in 
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each exercise. The purpose of knowing your strength is because the amount of 
weight you are using should enable you to barely hit your last rep in the sequence 
of the prescribed reps for the set being performed. To put it simply, if the exercise 
routine calls for 10 reps of a certain exercise, the tenth rep should be a struggle... 
but you should still be able to get it all the way up to lockout without assistance. 
Make sure that you use a spotter to prevent injuries and provide motivation... but 
you shouldn’t rely on them or need them that much for true assistance with the 
weight. Maybe just the last rep, if needed, if you are on target with your selected 
weights in your routine. Pay close attention to your form and get ready to kick 
some serious MASS!

PLEASE NOTE: Once you have completed your first 12-week training course, you 
may take one full week off and then immediately start over with another 12 week 
training cycle to further your muscle growth development! Also, you will see at 
the beginning and end of each workout an indication of optional cardio. Due to 
the elevated food consumption amounts during your BULKING PHASE of eating, 
we will recommend that you perform this cardio throughout the entire 12 week 
process to help keep you lean while you build yourself up.
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CONDITIONINGSTRENGTHPOWERMASSDENSITYHARDNESS

POW
ER MOVEMENTS

ISOLATION MOVEMENTS

CUTTING PHASE BULKING PHASE
W

K1

W
K2

W
K3

W
K4

W
K5

W
K6

W
K7

W
K8

W
K9

W
K10

W
K11

W
K12

10 MINUTES OF POST-WORKOUT CARDIO
10 MINUTES OF PRE-WORKOUT CARDIO

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

BACK EXERCISES (M
ONDAY)

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

2 SETS
6 REPS

2 SETS
5 REPS

2 SETS
4 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

DEADLIFT
BENT OVER

BARBELL
BARBELL
SHRUGS

CABLE
ROWS

LAT
PULL-DOWNS

DUMBBELL
ROWS

DUMBBELL
SHRUGS

STIFF LEG
DEADLIFT

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS
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CONDITIONINGSTRENGTHPOWERMASSDENSITYHARDNESS

POW
ER MOVEMENTS

ISOLATION MOVEMENTS

W
K1

W
K2

W
K3

W
K4

W
K5

W
K6

W
K7

W
K8

W
K9

W
K10

W
K11

W
K12

10 MINUTES OF POST-WORKOUT CARDIO
10 MINUTES OF PRE-WORKOUT CARDIO - OPTIONAL

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

CHEST (W
EDNESDAY)

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

2 SETS
6 REPS

2 SETS
5 REPS

2 SETS
4 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

FLAT
BENCH

INCLINE
BENCH PRESS

NARROW
GRIP

FLAT
DUMBBELL

PRESS

INCLINE
DUMBBELL

PRESS
(UPPER)

(LOWER)
DUMBBELL

FLYS
CABLE

CROSSOVER
CABLE

CROSSOVER

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

CUTTING PHASE BULKING PHASE
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POW
ER MOVEMENTS

POW
ER MOVEMENTS

CONDITIONINGSTRENGTHPOWERMASSDENSITYHARDNESS

ISOLATION MOVEMENTS
ISOLATION MOVEMENTS

CUTTING PHASE BULKING PHASE
W

K1

W
K2

W
K3

W
K4

W
K5

W
K6

W
K7

W
K8

W
K9

W
K10

W
K11

W
K12

10 MINUTES OF POST-WORKOUT CARDIO
10 MINUTES OF PRE-WORKOUT CARDIO

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

2 SETS
6 REPS

2 SETS
5 REPS

2 SETS
4 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

SKULL
CRUSHERS

STRAIGHT BAR
PRESS DOWNS

ROPE
PRESS DOWNS

ONE ARM
REVERSE CABLE

EXTENSIONS

LYING
HAMMER

EXTENSIONS
STRAIGHT
BAR CURLS

HAMMER
CURLS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
4 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
6 REPS

3 SETS
5 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
8  REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

STRAIGHT BAR
CABLE CURLS

HIGH CABLE
PEAKING
CURLS

CONCENTRATION
CURLS

SINGLE
ARM CABLE

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

ARM
S TRICEPS & BICEPS (THURSDAY)
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POW
ER MOVEMENTS

CONDITIONINGSTRENGTHPOWERMASSDENSITYHARDNESS

ISOLATION MOVEMENTS

CUTTING PHASE BULKING PHASE

W
K1

W
K2

W
K3

W
K4

W
K5

W
K6

W
K7

W
K8

W
K9

W
K10

W
K11

W
K12

10 MINUTES OF POST-WORKOUT CARDIO
10 MINUTES OF PRE-WORKOUT CARDIO

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

2 SETS
6 REPS

2 SETS
5 REPS

2 SETS
4 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

SQUAT
LEG

PRESS
LEG

EXTENSION
LUNGES

LEG
CURLS LEGS (FRIDAY)

CALVE
RAISES

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS 

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS
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POW
ER MOVEMENTS

CONDITIONINGSTRENGTHPOWERMASSDENSITYHARDNESS

ISOLATION MOVEMENTS

CUTTING PHASE BULKING PHASE
W

K1

W
K2

W
K3

W
K4

W
K5

W
K6

W
K7

W
K8

W
K9

W
K10

W
K11

W
K12

10 MINUTES OF POST-WORKOUT CARDIO
10 MINUTES OF PRE-WORKOUT CARDIO

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

2 SETS
6 REPS

2 SETS
5 REPS

2 SETS
4 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

SEATED
DUMB BELL

PRESS

SEATED
FRONT DELT

RAISES

SHOULDERS (SATURDAY)
REAR DELT
BENT OVER

RAISES

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
12 REPS

3 SETS
10 REPS

3 SETS
15 REPS

3 SETS
8 REPS

3 SETS
20 REPS

SEATED
LATERAL

DELT RAISES
SIDE DELT

CABLE RAISES
BENT OVER
REAR DELT

CABLE RAISES
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CONDITIONINGSTRENGTHPOWERMASSDENSITYHARDNESS

ISOLATION MOVEMENTS

CUTTING PHASE BULKING PHASE
W

K1

W
K2

W
K3

W
K4

W
K5

W
K6

W
K7

W
K8

W
K9

W
K10

W
K11

W
K12 10 MINUTES OF PRE-WORKOUT CARDIO

10 MINUTES OF PRE-WORKOUT CARDIO

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

ROPE
CABLE

CRUNCHES

ABDOM
INALS (SATURDAY)

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

LYING
CRUNCHES

HANGING
LEG RAISES

INCLINE
BENCH
SITUP

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS

2 SETS
20 REPS
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“UNDERGROUND” CARDIO

Hopefully you learned a lot from our “Underground” weight training routines. 
Now, we will help you uncover the best way to do your cardio to help incinerate 
the most calories possible every time you are at the gym! Don’t worry... I know 
most of us dread doing cardio. However, with a special way of doing it, we will 
actually make it seem very easy and enjoyable for you. As I am sure you noticed, 
on every workout day it was specified that you optionally perform 10 minutes of 
cardio just before your workout and then 10 minutes after your workout. Well, 
now we are going to tell you how to efficiently do this cardio to help get the most 
out of every session. Remember, we are not only going to help to get you BIG 
but also help get you in the most RIPPED shape of your life! Just so you know 
the scientific origins, what we are about to explain and show you is called a high 
intensity interval training methodology. It is scientifically proven to be by far the 
most effective way to get the absolute most out of your cardio workouts! Let’s 
quickly get started. 

Instructions for enhancing cardio performance:

We recommend either doing your cardio on a Stationary Bike, Stair Climber or a 
Treadmill. I personally like a Stationary Bike or Treadmill because of the ease of 
changing the intensity with the up and down buttons. Start out by warming up 
on the machine at about 25-50% intensity. At minute two, increase your intensity 
level for 30 seconds as high as you can... just give it everything you can! Then as 
soon as the minute timer on your exercise machine hits the 30-second mark, drop 
down the intensity to 25-50%. Maintain this level for 60 seconds or so until you 
have regained your breath. Then, once again give it your all for another 30 seconds! 
Once you are finished with this next high intensity burst, you will allow yourself to 
recover again for another 60 seconds. Perform as many of these high intensity 
spikes as you can during this ten-minute interval. Give yourself at least 2 minutes 
to cool down at the completion of your workout. Please use the graph below as 
a guide in mapping out your cardio intensity! This minor variation in performing 
your cardio will help you burn fat at a faster rate than you ever thought possible!
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10-MINUTE CARDIO INTENSITY GRAPH
HIGH INTENSITY INTERVAL TRAINING

That’s it! You have completed your training education and are now ready to unleash 
some real fury in the gym! Use the logs found in the back of this book to help map 
out your progress! The next chapter of this book will discuss a highly effective 
dieting routine that will finish the job of helping you get BIG and RIPPED in no 
time at all. The Diet Routine is broken down into a 12-week period, to coincide 
with the workout. Use them both together for mind-blowing results!
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THE “UNDERGROUND” DIET

High-Tech “Dirty” Dieting Secrets for Getting Big & Ripped!

You are well on your way to GETTING BIG AND RIPPED! Now that you have already 
learned about our powerful supplements and cutting edge training methodology, 
we will now unveil our superior diet plan! Get ready to learn how to eat to GROW! 
This BULKING PHASE will help you make gains like never before! Then you will 
switch it up and eat to GET RIPPED!  This CUTTING PHASE will help shed all of 
the unwanted fat and get you in peak physical form. When this complete, cutting 
edge diet plan is utilized precisely… you will fully start to understand the meaning 
of this book and the promises that it holds for you! 

Although optimal nutrition is essential in building and maintaining a strong 
muscular body, many athletes grossly neglect this aspect of their program. The fact 
is, consistently following a diet plan requires a lot of planning and good discipline. 
The best way to stay committed is to develop a passion for it! You must actually 
realize that it is your diet that holds the keys to true bodybuilding success. Dieting 
properly may help you achieve not only a better body, but also improved overall 
health! Get excited and inspired to put good things into your body. Have you ever 
heard	the	saying	you	are	what	you	eat?	Well,	 it	 is	very	true!	Know	in	your	mind	
with certainty that what you put in your body is what you will actually get out of 
it! You are about to find out how to feed your body with precise elite accuracy for 
maximum performance! The forthcoming diet is split up into two phases similar 
to the training routine. We will first introduce the BULKING PHASE and then the 
CUTTING PHASE. These phases will coincide with their corresponding phases 
in the prescribed training routines for precision results! We have developed the 
following diet as a guide for total muscular and body development.
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First lets get a list of foods together that you will make your grocery list from.

Table 3a

PROTEIN CARBS VEGETABLES

Lean Red Meat (All Types)
Chicken Breast 
Turkey Breast

Tofu
Fish

Shell Fish
Lean Ham

Bacon
Sausage

Egg Whites
Whole Eggs

Non-fat Cottage Cheese
Buffalo
Deer

Protein Powder
Protein Bars

Whole Wheat Pasta
Baked Potato
Sweet Potato

Oatmeal
Oat Bran
Beans

Fat-free Sugar-Free Yogurt
Whole Non-processed Grains

Whole Wheat Bread
Yams

Brown Rice
Wild Rice

Hard Cheeses
Fruit (All Types)

(All types in whole form)
Broccoli

Brussel Sprouts
Cabbage
Celery

Asparagus
Cucumbers
Eggplant

Beets
Green Beans
Cauli�ower

Collard Greens
Spinach

Peppers (All types)
Tomatoes
Squash
Corn

GROCERY LIST - APPROVED FOODS

Now that you know the foods that you will eat, let’s quickly break down the 
theories that formulate this amazing diet plan. Initially, during the BULKING 
PHASE, you will be eating higher calories from a variety of high quality food 
sources. The recommended food sources are not cookies, cake and ice cream, but 
rather nutrient rich foods that will supply your body with incredible nutrition. We 
also recommend that you eat at least 1.5 - 2 grams of protein per pound of body 
weight as a rule. This is standard in most weight training guidance. You will feed 
your body six times a day to increase metabolic rate and keep a constant supply of 
nutrients available for muscle growth and repair. For those that have never eaten 
in this manner before during a bulking cycle, you are in for a very big surprise in 
your results! 

During this BULKING PHASE, you will try to consume 22 calories per pound of 
body weight per day. To do this, simply multiply 22 times your body weight. That’s 
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it! The recommended diet to follow is approximately 4500 calories. In order for it to 
work for your specific calorie needs, you will only have to make minor adjustments 
by shaving off or adding on, in equal proportion, the recommended portions 
of foods to hit this calorie total. You should be eating approximately 50% high 
quality carbs, 30% Protein, and 20% Fats. Pre-planning your meals is probably one 
of the most important aspects of actually being able to accomplish your dieting 
consistency. When you are sitting around watching TV at night, simply microwave 
your potatoes, boil some pasta and grill some steaks and chicken breasts. Store 
your food in plastic containers for easy access to be eaten for the next couple of 
days. Plan out your meals in advance and you are sure to stay on track.

BULKING PHASE DIET

When to utilize: Weeks 1-8 of “UNDERGROUND” training routine

This phase of dieting is to coincide with the BULKING PHASE of the training 
routine. So for the first 8 weeks of training, you will eat the following diet 
recommendations. You may substitute any of the following macronutrient 
sources (fats, proteins, carbs) in our plan below with that of other types in 
our grocery list found in Table 3a. The proceeding example diet is based on a 
4500-calorie diet requirement. To adjust to your specific calorie requirements, 
simply adjust the quantities of each of the foods below to fit your specific calorie 
goal. As mentioned earlier, your calorie goal can be obtained by multiplying your 
lean body weight by 22. So, if your “LEAN” body weight is 200, you multiply 200 X 
22 = 4400 calories. If this was the case, you would be pretty close to your target 
without much change to the diet. 

Note: This recommended calorie count is a starting point. If you are noticing more 
fat while on this diet, slightly reduce the calories and increase your cardio time. 
If you aren’t gaining enough muscle, but aren’t getting fat, slightly increase your 
calories and reduce your cardio time. Use this same technique during the CUTTING 
PHASE of your diet plan to follow.
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Pre-meal SDI Labs Supplement

Breakfast:   6 egg whites 
8:00 AM    1 whole orange
                 6 ounces of non-fat cottage cheese
                 1 large bowl of oat bran hot cereal
                 1/2 cup of blueberries
                 2 cups of skim milk
                 Multivitamin
                 Omega 3/�ax seed oil

Snack:        1 hardboiled whole egg
10:30 AM   1 plain baked potato
                 2 cups of water

Pre-meal SDI Labs Supplement

Lunch:         1 chicken breast
Noon          1/2 pound serving of whole wheat pasta
                 1 plain baked potatoe
                 1 piece fresh fruit (banana)
                 2 cups of skim milk

Pre-Workout SDI Labs Supplement

Pre-Workout 1 hardboiled egg
4:00 PM     1 plain baked potato
                 1 glass of juice or pre-workout carb source*

*Pre-meal SDI Labs Supplement

Dinner:        1 large bowl of salad
7:00 PM     1/2 pound of steak or ground beef (drain fat or
trim off of steak)
                 large serving of steamed vegetables (broccoli)
                 2 cups of Water

Snack:        6 egg whites
                 1 ounce rolled turkey breast
                 2 cups of water

BULKING PHASE

CUTTING PHASE DIET

When to utilize: Weeks 9-12 of “UNDERGROUND” training routine

During the CUTTING PHASE of your diet, you will aim to reduce calorie intake 
to help get your body ultra-ripped and retain all of your newly built muscle 
mass. This diet will be very strict because it is only 4 weeks in length. This diet 
plan is also designed to coincide with the final four weeks of training in your 
“Underground” Routine called the CUTTING PHASE. Now, in this portion of the 
diet we will incorporate a much lower calorie consumption rate.  We will not use 
a calorie counting method anymore. Instead, we will use the palm of the hand as 
a measuring devise for our meal portion size. The measurements in the cutting 
diet to follow are indicated as either (palm size) or (1/2 palm size). This diet will 
incorporate several different protocols for inducing maximal fat-loss while at the 
same time helping to preserve lean muscle tissue. The diet to follow will induce a 
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mild state of ketosis to stimulate rapid fat burning. However, it is a well-balanced, 
high nutrient plan designed to keep you healthy and “does” provide high quality 
carbs in the mix. 

Below is the specific macronutrient profile of this high-speed fat-loss diet plan.

  Day               Description                      Carbs           Fat          Protein
       
   Day 1          Rapid induction of ketogenic state                        Low                   High                    High
                        due to high fats and low carbs                                                                                

   Day 2        Enhanced fat burning due to removal                      Low                    Low                    High
                   of fats, yet maintenance of ketogenic
                         state with low carbohydrates

   Day 3       Anabolic surge of insulin with moderate                Moderate                Low                    High
                       introduction of high quality carbs

   Day 4     Rapid induction of ketogenic state due to                   Low                   High                    High
                             high fats and low carbs

   Day 5   Enhanced fat burning due to removal of fats,                Low                    Low                    High
                 yet maintenance of ketogenic state with
                                low carbohydrates

   Day 6       Anabolic surge of insulin with moderate                Moderate                Low                    High
                      introduction of high quality carbs
       
   Day 7                          FREE DAY!                                      FREE!                 FREE!                 FREE!
                   Helps stimulate muscle repair process.
              Fills out FLAT muscles from lack of glycogen.
                                                  

CUTTING PHASE

Note: Each day provides frequent feedings, high protein and reduced calorie 
consumption to help induce lipolysis.
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The following diet plan is spanned 
over a seven-day period. Most of you 
will find it interesting to see a FREE DAY 
included in the mix. This day you may 
eat any foods that you wish. We highly 
recommend that you mimic day 6 on 
this day as close as possible. However, 
this is the day you can cheat, so if you 
must, let it all out on this day. Be sure 
to utilize WINNI-V to provide maximum 
diet support!

DAY 1

Macronutrient Ratio: Low Carb/High Fat/High Protein

30-90 minutes Pre-Breakfast:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement 
w/2 glasses of water

Breakfast:
2 large whole eggs cooked w/ 1 tbsp butter
1 slice bacon
1 glass of water
Multi-Vitamin/Mineral Formula
1 serving Omega 3, 6 and 9 Fatty Acids

Snack:
1-ounce cheddar-cheese square
1 glass of water

30-60 minutes Pre-Lunch:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement  
w/2 glasses of water

Lunch:
Grilled sirloin steak cooked w/ olive oil & spice (palm size)
Mixed vegetables (1/2 palm size)
1 glass of water

Snack:
1 whole hardboiled egg
1 glass of water

30-60 minutes Pre-Dinner:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement  
w/2 glasses of water

Dinner:
Grilled salmon cooked with olive oil & spice (palm size)
Steamed asparagus (1/2 palm size)
1 glass of water

Snack:
1-ounce cheddar-cheese square
1 glass of water

Cutting Phase Daily Meal Plans
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DAY 2

Macronutrient Ratio: Low Carb/Low Fat/High Protein

30-90 minutes Pre-Breakfast:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement  
w/2 glasses of water

Breakfast:
3 large egg whites or egg substitute cooked 
w/non-stick olive oil cook spray
1 thin slice ham
1 glass of water
Multi-Vitamin/Mineral Formula
1 serving Omega 3, 6 and 9 Fatty Acids

Snack:
1-part skim milk cheese mozzarella stick
1 glass of water

30-60 minutes Pre-Lunch:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement  
w/2 glasses of water

Lunch:
Grilled lemon pepper chicken breast (palm size)
Mixed green salad (palm size)
One lemon wedge
Balsamic vinegar (1tbsp)
1 glass of water

Snack:
2-ounce sliced turkey roll
1 glass of water

30-60 minutes Pre-Dinner:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement 
w/2 glasses of water

Dinner:
Grilled swordfish steak w/ spice and lemon (palm size)
Steamed broccoli (1/2 palm size)
Lemon wedge
1 glass of water

Snack:
1 scoop whey protein powder with 2 glasses of water. 
Sweeten to taste with sucralose-based sweetener if 
needed. 

DAY 3

Macronutrient Ratio: Moderate Carb/Low Fat/High Protein

30-90 minutes Pre-Breakfast:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement  w/2 glasses of water

Breakfast:
3 large egg whites or egg substitute cooked 
w/non-stick olive oil cook spray
1/2 cup oat bran
6 oz tomato juice
1 glass of water
Multi-Vitamin/Mineral Formula 
1 serving Omega 3, 6 and 9 Fatty Acids 

Snack:
1/2 cup non-fat cottage cheese
strawberries (1/2 palm)
1 glass of water

30-60 minutes Pre-Lunch:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement  
w/2 glasses of water

Lunch:
Grilled tuna steak w/ spice and lemon (palm size)
Whole grain wild rice (1/2 palm)
Mixed green salad (1/2 palm size)
Lemon wedge
Balsamic vinegar
1 glass of water

Snack:
1 non-fat sugar-free fruit yogurt
1 glass of water

30-60 minutes Pre-Dinner:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement  
w/2 glasses of water

Dinner:
Grilled filet mignon w/ spice (palm size)
Green beans (1/2 palm size)
Baked potato w/ 4 sprays of spray butter (1/2 palm size)
1 glass of water

Snack:
1 scoop whey protein powder with 2 glasses of water. 
Sweeten to taste with sucralose-based sweetener if needed. 
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DAY 4

Macronutrient Ratio: Low Carb/High Fat/High Protein

30-90 minutes Pre-Breakfast:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement  w/ 2 glasses of water

Breakfast:
2 large whole eggs cooked w/ 1 tbsp butter
1 sausage link
1 glass of water
Multi-Vitamin/Mineral Formula 
1 serving Omega 3, 6 and 9 Fatty Acids 

Snack:
1 whole hardboiled egg 
1 glass of water

30-60 minutes Pre-Lunch:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement w/ 2 glasses of water

Lunch:
Grilled NY strip w/ olive oil and spice (palm size)
Steamed squash (1/2 palm size)
1 glass of water

Snack:
1-ounce cheddar-cheese square
1 glass of water

30-60 minutes Pre-Dinner:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement w/ 2 glasses of water

Dinner:
Fried ground beef patty w/ olive oil and spice (palm size)
Steamed spinach (1/2 palm size)
1 glass of water

Snack:
1-whole egg
1 glass of water

DAY5

Macronutrient Ratio: Low Carb/Low Fat/High Protein

30-90 minutes Pre-Breakfast:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement w/ 2 glasses of water

Breakfast:
3 large egg whites or egg substitute cooked w/ non-stick 
olive oil cook spray
1 thin slice ham
1 glass of water
Multi-Vitamin/Mineral Formula
1 serving Omega 3, 6 and 9 Fatty Acids 

Snack:
2 ounce sliced turkey roll
1 glass water

30-60 minutes Pre-Lunch:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement w/ 2 glasses of water

Lunch:
Grilled tuna steak w/ lemon and spice (palm size)
Mixed green salad (palm size)
Lemon wedge
Balsamic vinegar 1 tbsp
1 glass of water

Snack:
1 – low fat mozzarella cheese stick
1 glass of water

30-60 minutes Pre-Dinner:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement w/ 2 glasses of water

Dinner:
Grilled pork tenderloin w/ spice (palm size)
Steamed broccoli (palm size)
1 glass of water

Snack:
1 scoop whey protein powder with 2 glasses of water. 
Sweeten to taste with sucralose-based sweetener if 
needed. 
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DAY 6

Macronutrient Ratio: Moderate Carb/Low Fat/High 
Protein

30-90 minutes Pre-breakfast:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement/ 2 glasses of water

Breakfast:
2 large egg whites or egg substitute cooked w/ non-stick 
olive oil cook spray
1/2 cup whole grain cereal with 1/2 cup skim milk
6 oz tomato juice
1 glass of water
Multi-Vitamin/Mineral Formula
1 serving Omega 3, 6 and 9 Fatty Acids 

Snack:
1/2 cup non-fat cottage cheese
Blueberries (1/2 palm)
1 glass of water

30-60 minutes Pre-Lunch:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement w/ 2 glasses of water

Lunch:
Grilled chicken breast w/ spice (palm size)
Whole grain pasta (1/2 palm)
Mixed green salad (palm size)
Balsamic vinegar
Lemon wedge
1 glass of water

Snack:
1 non-fat sugar-free fruit yogurt
1 glass of water

30-60 minutes Pre-Lunch:
SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement w/ 2 glasses of water

Dinner:
Grilled seasoned london broil steak slices (palm size)
Steamed corn on the cob – 1 ear
Baked potato w/ 4 sprays of spray butter (1/2 palm size)
1 glass of water

Snack:
1 scoop whey protein powder with 2 glasses of water. 
Sweeten to taste with sucralose-based sweetener if 
needed. 

DAY 7

EAT AS MUCH FOOD AS YOU WISH
OF ANY FOOD COMBINATION!

(Be sure to utilize SDI Labs Pre-Meal Supplement
on this day for added diet support)
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Underground Hydration & Schredding Tricks

We are almost there! You actually have learned quite a bit of extremely valuable 
information so far! In fact, I personally guarantee that the quality of information 
that you have learned thus far is the absolute best information that you can find 
anywhere! Now, I challenge you to put it to use! You have the ultimate tools for 
“performance enhancement” now at your disposal. However, before we are 
completely finished, we have a little more exciting information for you that will 
help put you over the top! We will now unlock one of the very little known secrets 
of the elite bodybuilding professionals. It’s called hydration. Stay with us, the 
following information will help you take the most dramatic “after” photo that you 
ever thought possible!

TAKING YOUR AFTER PICTURE:
It’s time to see just how BIG and RIPPED you got with the program! Remember the 
“before”	picture	that	we	had	you	take	in	the	beginning	of	the	program?	Well,	now	
you are going to take your “after” picture to see just how much FREAKY muscle 
you have built! After committing to this powerful system, you will have made 
an amazing physical transformation! Your mother might not even recognize you 
anymore! But seriously… when you actually finish the program and compare the 
two pictures, you will be absolutely amazed with your results! Now you will need 
to schedule your “after photo” shoot! However, read this entire section before 
selecting the date as the info will help you enormously!

HYDRATION & SHREDDING TRICKS:
Now we unveil some CUTTING SECRETS of the pros! This section will show you 
how to get a ridiculously shredded “after” picture! Hydration is a little known 
secret that you rarely hear about from top professionals. Similar to their secret 
CUTTING AGENTS, hydration tricks are often times contest-winning secrets. Well, 
we haven’t left anything else out of this book, so we are definitely not going to 
neglect you out of this priceless information. In fact, I promise that if utilized 
properly, the following hydration and shredding tricks will help you take such a 
killer “after photo”, that you will amaze yourself and shock your friends!

Let’s start by telling you that drinking plenty of water is very important for your 
overall health. It will help you continuously flush your body of unwanted toxins, 
and increase your metabolic function. The following guide will show you how 
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to use high water intake to get shredded come show time! Understand that it is 
very important for you try and drink the specified amounts of water every single 
day, otherwise our final cutting secret won’t work that well. It may be tough to 
discipline yourself to do this. However, it will help you get an unbelievably great 
“after photo”!

Caution: The following suggested water intake schedule is recommended for use 
while under the close guidance, supervision and direction of a qualified medical 
professional. Only use this water reduction technique with their prior approval. 
Dehydration may occur when depriving yourself of regular, consistent water 
intake.

Table 4a

HYDRATION TRICKS “WATER SHREDDING TECHNIQUE”
              Week 1-6 of GET UNDERGROUND TRAINING ROUTINE                            Drink 1 gallon of water everyday evenly spaced throughout the day

             Week 7-11 of GET UNDERGROUND TRAINING ROUTINE                                                   Drink 2 gallons of water per day

                        Week 12 (Day 1-3)                                                                    Drink 2 gallons of water

                          Week 12 (Day 4)                                            Drink 2 gallons of water ((** Stop taking all supplements))

                          Week 12 (Day 5)                                                                      Drink 1 gallon of water

                          Week 12 (Day 6)                                                                    Drink 1/2 gallon of water

                          Week 12 (Day 7)                                                                   Drink 1/4th gallon of water 

                          Week 13 (Day 1)                               TAKE YOUR "AFTER" PICTURE �rst thing in the morning before drinking anything!

Important Note: Just after taking your “after photo”, immediately begin drinking 
water at the 1 gallon a day pace and continue to do this. This will help re-hydrate 
your body fluids and keep you from dehydrating.

How does this work?
What happens during this hydration process is that your body gets used to a frequent 
high intake of water by drinking the same large amounts of water every day. Your 
metabolism will actually change to efficiently process this new greatly increased water 
intake level. Then, when you begin to drop the intake at the end of your training cycle, 
you will notice that the body will tend to continue to expel water at the same rate it 
was the day earlier (you will still be going to the bathroom just as much as before). 
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However, since the body is not taking in the same amount of water, this of course 
reduces water deposits in the body, especially sub dermal water levels, and helps to 
get you looking harder than granite! It is a great way to enhance your efforts in getting 
a great “after photo”!
 
Another Trick with Sodium:
Another little known trick is sodium depletion from your diet about 4 days out 
from your photo. So, about 4 days from “after photo” day, completely remove any 
additional sodium from your diet. This means no salt added to foods and also do 
not eat any foods high in sodium. Just so you are aware, you will get plenty of 
healthy small amounts of sodium from the food that you eat. Natural sodium is 
found in the meats and vegetables. Once you have taken your “after photo”, you 
can immediately begin to eat sodium in your meals as you once did before the 
shoot preparation. Eating sodium before your picture may cause you to “spill 
over”. This simply means that you could start swelling up with sub dermal water 
and flatten out. So, be certain to wait until just after taking your picture to do so.

Carbohydrate Consumption for FULL, PUMPED muscles:
You should continue your CUTTING CYCLE diet plan for the final four weeks of the 
system. To time it right and prepare your body to peak on your photo day, you 
should be on a low carb/ high protein dietary intake five and four days before 
the shoot. Three and two days out, you should be on a moderate carb intake. The 
entire day and night before your after “photo shoot” you should be consuming a 
moderate/ high carb intake for all of your meals. This will help SWELL OUT your 
muscles as FULL as possible and prevent them from being FLAT! 

How much food to eat the last week of preparation:
During your last week of photo preparation, you should reduce your calorie intake 
by 25%. This means shaving off 25% from every one of your meals. You must 
continue to eat all of your meals six times per day. Also up your cardio if you can 
to 40 minutes per day.

What foods to eat the morning of the shoot:
We recommend doing the shoot on an empty stomach if possible. However, if 
you must, drink only 6-ounces of juice the morning of the shoot. As far as eating 
goes… it is preferable to have an empty stomach here also. However, if you 
absolutely must, eat only a very small high carb meal. You will want to eat just 
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enough food to give you energy to get pumped up and pose for your picture. This 
of course is because you want your waist to be thin and as empty as possible.

Make sure you get pumped-up before your shoot:
It is essential to get maximum blood flowing into all of your muscles prior to taking 
your “after photo”. You want as big of a pump as possible. Use some dumbbells 
and perform some light weight/ high rep exercises including bicep curls, tricep 
kickbacks, shoulder raises and presses, and of course some pushups!

Final tip: Make sure that you have been taking Equidren for at least three weeks 
before your “after photo” to help you see the biggest nastiest PUMP of your life! You 
will want to see those veins busting out of your arms, and Equidren will help make 
it happen! You will stop all supplement use 4 days before your picture is taken.
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DIET LOG

SDI Labs Supplement

Breakfast:

Snack 1:

SDI Labs Supplement

Lunch:

Snack 2:

SDI Labs Supplement

Dinner:

Snack 3:

Supplements Used:
Quantity:

Supplements Used:
Quantity:

Supplements Used:
Quantity:

Time of Meal:
Contents:

Time of Meal:
Contents:

Time of Meal:
Contents:

Time of Meal:
Contents:

Time of Meal:
Contents:

Time of Meal:
Contents:

30-90 Min. Premeal

30-60 Min. Premeal

30-60 Min. Premeal

DATE:

Notes:

DAY:     M    T    W    T    F    S    S
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TRAINING LOG

Pre-Workout Cardio:

Post-Workout Cardio:

Weight Training:

Muscle Groups:

Exercise                         Weight                         Sets                         Reps

Exercise:
Time Duration:

Exercise:
Time Duration:

Start Time: Finish Time: Total Time: 

ON Day

BODY WEIGHT:

Notes:

BODY FAT %

OFF Day


